CITY OF SACRAMENTO
NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES
DEPARTMENT

CALIFORNIA

1231 1 STREET, Suite 400
SACRAMENTO, CA
95814-2977
PH 916-264-7940
FAX 916-264-8937

April 5, 2001
City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT:

ANNUAL REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SACRAMENTO
COUNTY AND CITIES BOARD ON HOMELESSNESS

LOCATION AND COUNCIL DISTRICT: Citywide
RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that City Council, by resolution: 1) approve the continuation of the Sacramento
County and Cities Board on Homelessness (SC&CBoH) for an additional year, 2) accept the SC&CBoH
Annual Report and approve the recommendations of the SC&CBoH, and 3) commend the efforts of all
SC&CBoH members who dedicated an extensive amount of time to participate in board, focus team, and
sub-group meetings necessary to ensure the success of the SC&CBoH.
CONTACT PERSONS:

FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF:

Max Fernandez, Area I Director, 264-7940
Tracy Pope, Project Manager, County Consultant, 874-4327
April 10, 2001

SUMMARY:
The Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness (SC&CBoH) is a board charged with developing
a five-year plan to reduce and mitigate homelessness in the Sacramento community. This report requests
that the City Council take action in support of the SC&CBoH by extending the term of the board as an
advisory body for one additional year. The City Council is also asked to support, in concept, overall board
recommendations outlined in the SC&CBoH Annual Report. Upon approval, the SC&CBoH will return to
the City Council with a comprehensive report describing the programs' overall goals, implementation
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timelines, operating strategies, as well as funding requirements. The SC&CBoH's 1999-2000 Annual Report
is attached.
COMMITTEE/COMMISSION ACTION: On February 8`h, 2001, the SC&CBoH Joint Executive
Committee voted unanimously to present the 1999-2000 Annual Report and overall board recommendations
to the City Council and Sacramento County Board of Supervisors for their consideration and approval.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
â On February 25, 1997, City Council approved a white paper on the City's role and involvement in
human service and educational issues. This report focused on human service and homeless issues.
The white paper outlined the need for a more pro-active and collaborative role with the county,
schools, and the community in developing human service policies, re-engineering human service
systems and evolving new programs as necessary.
â Due to growing concerns about the impact of homelessness on the Sacramento community, the
Midtown Business Association sponsored local forums on homelessness in November 1996 and
April and June 1997. The forums were well attended by city and county staff, local business people,
clergy, human service providers, neighborhood leaders and concerned citizens. A homeless advisory
group continued to meet after the, forums to compile a report outlining the agreed upon
recommendations. This report recommended the formation of a Regional Board on Homelessness.
â The Sacramento City Council and the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors were asked to
support the recommendations, create the regional board and jointly dedicate staff support. On
December 2, 1997, the City Council adopted a motion of intent to support the recommendations with
final action to occur after the County Board of Supervisors' review of the report. In February 1998,
the Board heard the recommendations and adopted a motion of support.
â On June 30, 1998, City Council passed Resolution No. 98-349, adopting the values and principles
regarding human service issues and supporting the recommendations and action plan contained in the
homeless report. The request was made at this time that the name "Regional Board on
Homelessness" be changed. Subsequently, a more appropriate name was composed by the
community representatives: Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness (SC&CBoH).
â It was also determined on June 30, 1998 that the SC&CBoH should return before the City Council
and Board of Supervisors yearly to provide a report on the group's progress and to allow the City
Council and Board of Supervisors the option of renewing their support of the board for another year.
The Board's first official meeting was held on October 22, 1998. The SC&CBoH submitted their
first Annual Report to the City Council and Board of Supervisors in November, 1999.
â During the course of this next year, 2001, should the board be extended, the SC&CBOH will finalize
a comprehensive five-year plan that will be presented to both the City Council and Board of
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Supervisors in late 2001. Upon approval by both elected bodies, the plan will be implemented and
evaluated.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The SC&CBoH requests City Council continue to support the contribution of one full-time staff person. During
the secorid year of the SC&CBoH, the City's total staffing contribution increased from .5 FTE to 1 FTE.
Currently, funding for this position is provided by the Planning and Building Department. The continued fulltime support will be evaluated as part of the FY 01-02 budget proposal.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS:
There are no environmental concerns related to this report. Individual actions or related projects would be
reviewed separately under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS:
Renewing City Council support for the SC&CBoH for an additional one year term, and supporting the
SC&CBoH's recommendations for year three, is consistent with the City Council's emphasis on organizational
cooperation in addressing critical economic and quality of life issues that affect residents in the Greater
Sacramento Area.
ESBD CONSIDERATIONS:
No goods or services are being purchased.

Recommendation Approved:

ROBERT P. THOMAS
City Manager
Attachments
Exhibit A: Resolution
Exhibit B: Overall Board Recommendations, SC&CBoH Annual Report
Exhibit C: 1999-2000 Annual Report
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RESOLUTION NO.
ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
ON THE DATE OF

RESOLUTION RELATING TO THE CONTINUATION OF
THE SACRAMENTO COUNTY AND CITIES
BOARD ON HOMELESSNESS

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO THAT:
The City Council supports the efforts of the Sacramento County and Cities Board on
Homelessness (SC&CBoH) to reduce and/or mitigate the effects of homelessness on individuals
and organizations within the Greater Sacramento Area;
The City Council agrees to support the ongoing efforts of the SC&CBoH by extending the official
life of the SC&CBoH for an additional year;
The City Council approves, in concept, the overall board recommendations put forth in the
SC&CBoH Annual Report, 1999-2000 (attached Exhibit B);
The City Council commends the members of the SC&CBoH for the extensive time and energy
dedicated to ensure the success of the SC&CBoH.

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY

RESOLUTION NO.:
DATE ADOPTED:

0

EXHIBIT B

SACRAMENTO COUNTY AND CITIES BOARD ON
HOMELESSNESS
1999-2000 ANNUAL REPORT
SC&CBoH RECOMMENDATIONS
TO THE SACRAMENTO COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
AND THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
The Sacramento County & Cities Board on Homelessness respectfully recommends that the County Board of
Supervisors and City Council, with the assistance of the Board on Homelessness, take the following actions:
1. Prevent local increases in homelessness by accelerating efforts to plan, develop, and fund
permanent affordable housing with supportive services at scattered sites throughout the City and
County.
Direct Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency as lead agency, and Sacramento County
Department of Human Assistance and Department of Health and Human Services, and City and County
Planning staffs to work with the SC&CBoH to develop and report specific recommendations.
Of the persons surveyed in the "Human Assistance Field Survey" on September 12, 1999, housing was
consistently reported as a top priority need. At that point in time, there were 808 transitional housing
beds, 631 emergency shelter beds, and 161 persons reporting being homeless, without any shelter. This
represents a total bare minimum number of persons requiring permanent supportive housing at 1600.
Based on this point in time survey, permanent supportive housing for 320 persons per year is needed over
the next five years, not counting any increases in the homeless population. It must be noted that these
housing units are for persons who are extremely poor and who are homeless or are moving out of
transitional housing. Services attached to this housing must be provided by appropriate social service
agencies.
In addition, the focus teams have recognized and are addressing the special housing needs of varying
populations including, persons with psychiatric disabilities, chronic health problems, chemical
dependencies, youth ages 18-25, adults 60 and over, and veterans that must be considered in developing
housing options.
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• Current market forces are diminishing the supply of affordable housing. Strategies for preventing the loss
of existing low-income housing must include measures to fund its rehabilitation. Policies must also be
strengthened to replace units that are lost.

2. Create an Operational Data and Reporting Process Related to Homelessness.
Direct the Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness, in cooperation with homeless service
provider staff and the Department of Human Assistance, to create a scope of work, timeframe, budget,
and appropriate funding mechanism for a establishing an operational data and reporting process, building
on the "Human Assistance Field Survey" data, to be updated annually.
This effort should include the following tasks:
•

Research, specify, and quantify the community and service needs through gap analyses targeted to
mitigate and reduce homelessness.

•

Incorporate client mobility tracking system pilot evaluations and findings.

•

Provide fact-based outcomes and data support to guide SC&CBoH's recommendations on the homeless
continuum of care.

•

Use survey technology to gather information on community issues, concerns, and perceptions related to
homelessness, particularly with respect to businesses and neighborhoods.

•

Create accessible documents or other tools to interpret and target available resources and gaps (e.g.
surveys, maps, web page, resource guides, etc.)

3. Establish a Site Selection Task Force
Establish a short term, time limited task force, with representation from the County of Sacramento
Planning and Social Service Program staff, Sacramento City Planning staff, homeless service providers,
neighborhood representatives, and business representatives to develop strategies for addressing siting of
homeless service programs. The task force will address the following tasks:
n
n
n
n
n

Research other jurisdiction's successful siting efforts
Incorporate findings from the operational data reporting process
Incorporate Good Neighbor Policy
Develop a model for siting in Sacramento City and County
Develop recommendations for model implementation

4. Implement Family Violence Counseling at all Homeless Programs.
Direct the Department of Human Assistance to establish family violence counseling services at all
emergency shelters and transitional housing programs in the City and County.
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The 1999 Human Assistance Field Survey found that women were very likely to be victims of domestic
violence, victims of crime, and victims of physical and sexual abuse.
65% of females surveyed had been victims of crime, and 69% had been physically or sexually abused.
A significant proportion of the females surveyed also cited domestic violence as a reason for being
without housing.
•
•
•

Shelter/Homeless 25%
SRO's 18%
Transitional Housing 46%

In Sacramento, one shelter operated by WEAVE exists entirely to assist victims of domestic violence.
This shelter is regularly full to capacity. It is clear from the data above that homeless women in other
programs have a high rate of victimization. Therefore, it is critical all women in homeless programs have
access to these counseling and support services.
5. Approve Amended SC&CBoH Role & Representation.
Approve the continuation of the SC&CBoH for calendar year 2001 to serve as an advisory board and
planning body to guide decision-making for the continuum of care of homeless services within
Sacramento City and County. The SC&CBoH will gather data and information, identify issues and
service gaps, examine impact to neighborhoods and businesses, and review and provide recommendations
on changes and improvements to programs and initiatives related to homelessness within Sacramento
County.
•

Include a SC&CBoH representative in the development of the County's Master Plan for Human Services
with the Human Services Coordinating Council, and in the planning of a system of health for under and
uninsured individuals in Sacramento County.

•

SC&CBoH Positions. Approve two additional SC&CBoH positions to include the Director of the
Department of Health and Human Services, and a Domestic Violence Program Representative.
The findings of the "Human Assistance Field Survey" conducted in September, 1999 included 26% of
females reporting domestic violence as the reason for their being without housing, 65% of females
reported being victims of crime, and 69% reported having been physically or sexually abused.
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES
DEPARTMENT

1201 STREET, Suite 400
SACRAMENTO, CA
95814-2977
PH 916-264-7940
FAX 916-264-8937

City Council
Sacramento, California

SUBJECT:

ANNUAL REPORT AND RECOMMEYDATIONS OF THE SACRAMENTO
COUNTY AND CITIES BOARD ONATOMELESSNESS

LOCATION AND COUNCIL DISTRICT: Citi0vide

It is recommended that City Council, by ^solution: 1) approve the continuation of the Sacramento
County and Cities Board on Homelessn ss (SC&CBoH) for an additional year, 2) accept the SC&CBoH
Annual Report and approve the reco
endations of the SC&CBoH, and 3) commend the efforts of all
SC&CBoH members who dedicate - an extensive amount of time to participate in board, focus team, and
sub-group meetings necessary to^gnsure the success of the SC&CBoH.
CONTACT PERSONS:

//

FOR COUNCIL ME,F^I'ING OF:

Max Fernandez, Area 1 Director, 264-7940
Tracy Pope, Project Manager, County Consultant, 874-4327
April 10, 2001

The Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness (SC&CBoH) is a board charged with developing
a five-year plan to reduce and mitigate homelessness in the Sacramento community. This report requests
that the City Council take action in support of the SC&CBoH by extending the term of the board as an
advisory body for one additional year. The City Council is also asked to support, in concept, overall board
recommendations outlined in the SC&CBoH Annual Report. Upon approval, the SC&CBoH will return to
the City Council with a comprehensive report describing the programs' overall goals, implementation
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timelines, operating strategies, as well as funding requirements. The SC&CBoH's 1999-2000 Annual Report
is attached.
COMMITTEE/COMMISSION ACTION: On February 8`h, 2001, the SC&CBoH Joint Executive
Committee voted unanimously to present the 1999-2000 Annual Report and overall board recommendations
to the City Council and Sacramento County Board of Supervisors for their consideration and approval.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
â On February 25, 1997, City Council approved a white paper on the City's role and involvement in
human service and educational issues. This report focused on human service and homeless issues.
The white paper outlined the need for a more pro-active and collaborative role with the county,
schools, and the community in developing human service policies, re-engineering human service
systems and evolving new programs as necessary.
â Due to growing concerns about the impact of homelessness on the Sacramento community, the
Midtown Business Association sponsored local forums on homelessness in November 1996 and
April and June 1997. The forums were well attended by city and county staff, local business people,
clergy, human service providers, neighborhood leaders and concerned citizens. A homeless advisory
group continued to meet after the forums to compile a report outlining the agreed upon
recommendations. This report recommended the formation of a Regional Board on Homelessness.
â The Sacramento City Council and the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors were asked to
support the recommendations, create the regional board and jointly dedicate staff support. On
December 2, 1997, the City Council adopted a motion of intent to support the recommendations with
final action to occur after the County Board of Supervisors' review of the report. In February 1998,
the Board heard the recommendations and adopted a motion of support.
â On June 30, 1998, City Council passed Resolution No. 98-349, adopting the values and principles
regarding human service issues and supporting the recommendations and action plan contained in the
homeless report. The request was made at this time that the name "Regional Board on
Homelessness" be changed. Subsequently, a more appropriate name was composed by the
community representatives: Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness (SC&CBoH).
â It was also determined on June 30, 1998 that the SC&CBoH should return before the City Council
and Board of Supervisors yearly to provide a report on the group's progress and to allow the City
Council and Board of Supervisors the option of renewing their support of the board for another year.
The Board's first official meeting was held on October 22, 1998. The SC&CBoH submitted their
first Annual Report to the City Council and Board of Supervisors in November, 1999.
â During the course of this next year, 2001, should the board be extended, the SC&CBOH will finalize
a comprehensive five-year plan that will be presented to both the City Council and Board of
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Supervisors in late 2001. Upon approval by both elected bodies, the plan will be implemented and
evaluated.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The SC&CBoH requests City Council continue to support the contribution of one full-time staff person. During
the second year of the SC&CBoH, the City's total staffing contribution increased from .5 FTE to 1 FTE.
Currently, funding for this position is provided by the Planning and Building Department. Due to the delay in
opening the North Permit Center, a full-time staff person was moved to support the SC&CBoH. This support
cannot be provided when the Permit Center opens. The continued full-time support will be evaluated as part of
the FY 01-02 budget proposal.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS:
There are no environmental concerns related to this report. Individual actions or related projects would be
reviewed separately under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS:
Renewing City Council support for the SC&CBoH for an additional one year term, and supporting the
SC&CBoH's recommendations for year three, is consistent with the City Council's emphasis on organizational
cooperation in addressing critical economic and quality of life issues that affect residents in the Greater
Sacramento Area.
ESBD CONSIDERATIONS:
No goods or services are being purchased.

MAN FERNANDEZ
Area 1 Director

ROBERT"HOMAS
City Manager
Attachments
Exhibit A: Resolution
Exhibit B: Overall Board Recommendations, SC&CBoH Annual Report
Exhibit C: 1999-2000 Annual Report
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RESOLUTION NO.
ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
ON THE DATE OF

RESOLUTION RELATING TO THE CONTINUATION OF
THE SACRAMENTO COUNTY AND CITIES
BOARD ON HOMELESSNESS

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO THAT:
The City Council supports the efforts of the Sacramento County and Cities Board on
Homelessness (SC&CBoH) to reduce and/or mitigate the effects of homelessness on individuals
and organizations within the Greater Sacramento Area;
The City Council agrees to support the ongoing efforts of the SC&CBoH by extending the official
life of the SC&CBoH for an additional year;
The City Council approves, in concept, the overall board recommendations put forth in the
SC&CBoH Annual Report, 1999-2000 (attached Exhibit B);
The City Council commends the members of the SC&CBoH for the extensive time and energy
dedicated to ensure the success of the SC&CBoH.

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY

RESOLUTION NO.:
DATE ADOPTED:
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EXHIBIT B

SACRAMENTO COUNTY AND CITIES BOARD ON
HOMELESSNESS
1999-2000 ANNUAL REPORT
SC&CBoH RECOMMENDATIONS
TO THE SACRAMENTO COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
AND THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
The Sacramento County & Cities Board on Homelessness respectfully recommends that the County Board of
Supervisors and City Council, with the assistance of the Board on Homelessness, take the following actions:
1. Prevent local increases in homelessness by accelerating efforts to plan, develop, and fund
permanent affordable housing with supportive services at scattered sites throughout the City and
County.
Direct Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency as lead agency, and Sacramento County
Department of Human Assistance and Department of Health and Human Services, and City and County
Planning staffs to work with the SC&CBoH to develop and report specific recommendations.
Of the persons surveyed in the "Human Assistance Field Survey" on September 12, 1999,' housing was
consistently reported as a top priority need. At that point in time, there were 808 transitional housing
beds, 631 emergency shelter beds, and 161 persons reporting being homeless, without any shelter. This
represents a total bare minimum number of persons requiring permanent supportive housi ! ng at 1600.
Based on this point in time survey, permanent supportive housing for 320 persons per year is needed over
the next five years, not counting any increases in the homeless population. It must be noted that these
housing units are for persons who are extremely poor and who are homeless or are moving out of
transitional housing. Services attached to this housing must be provided by appropriate social service
agencies.
In addition, the focus teams have recognized and are addressing the special housing needs of varying
populations including, persons with psychiatric disabilities, chronic health problenis, chemical
dependencies, youth ages 18-25, adults 60 and over, and veterans that must be considered in developing
housing options.
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Current market forces are diminishing the supply of affordable housing. Strategies for preventing the loss
of existing low-income housing must include measures to fund its rehabilitation. Policies must also be
strengthened to replace units that are lost.

2. Create an Operational Data and Reporting Process Related to Homelessness.
Direct the Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness, in cooperation with homeless service
provider staff and the Department of Human Assistance, to create a scope of work, timeframe, budget,
and appropriate funding mechanism for a establishing an operational data and reporting process, building
on the "Human Assistance Field Survey" data, to be updated annually.
This effort should include the following tasks:
•

Research, specify, and quantify the community and service needs through gap analyses targeted to
mitigate and reduce homelessness.

•

Incorporate client mobility tracking system pilot evaluations and findings.

•

Provide fact-based outcomes and data support to guide SC&CBoH's recommendations on the homeless
continuum of care.

•

Use survey technology to gather information on community issues, concerns, and perceptions related to
homelessness, particularly with respect to businesses and neighborhoods.

•

Create accessible documents or other tools to interpret and target available resources and gaps (e.g.
surveys, maps, web page, resource guides, etc.)

3. Establish a Site Selection Task Force
Establish a short term, time limited task force, with representation from the County of Sacramento
Planning and Social Service Program staff, Sacramento City Planning staff, homeless service providers,
neighborhood representatives, and business representatives to develop strategies for addressing siting of
homeless service programs. The task force will address the following tasks:
n
n
n
n
n

Research other jurisdiction's successful siting efforts
Incorporate findings from the operational data reporting process
Incorporate Good Neighbor Policy
Develop a model for siting in Sacramento City and County
Develop recommendations for model implementation

4. Implement Family Violence Counseling at all Homeless Programs.
Direct the Department of Human Assistance to establish family violence counseling services at all
emergency shelters and transitional housing programs in the City and County.
to
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The 1999 Human Assistance Field Survey found that women were very likely to be victims of domestic
violence, victims of crime, and victims of physical and sexual abuse.
65% of females surveyed had been victims of crime, and 69% had been physically or sexually abused.
A significant proportion of the females surveyed also cited domestic violence as a reason for being
without housing.
•
•
•

Shelter/Homeless 25%
SRO's 18%
Transitional Housing 46%

In Sacramento, one shelter operated by WEAVE exists entirely to assist victims of domestic violence.
This shelter is regularly full to capacity. It is clear from the data above that homeless women in other
programs have a high rate of victimization. Therefore, it is critical all women in homeless programs have
access to these counseling and support services.
5. Approve Amended SC&CBoH Role & Representation.
Approve the continuation of the SC&CBoH for calendar year 2001 to serve as an advisory board and
planning body to guide decision-making for the continuum of care of homeless services within
Sacramento City and County. The SC&CBoH will gather data and information, identify issues and
service gaps, examine impact to neighborhoods and businesses, and review and provide recommendations
on changes and improvements to programs and initiatives related to homelessness within ri Sacramento
County.
•

Include a SC&CBoH representative in the development of the County's Master Plan for Human Services
with the Human Services Coordinating Council, and in the planning of a system of health for under and
uninsured individuals in Sacramento County.

•

SC&CBoH Positions. Approve two additional SC&CBoH positions to include the Director of the
Department of Health and Human Services, and a Domestic Violence Program Representative.
The findings of the "Human Assistance Field Survey" conducted in September, 1999 included 26% of
females reporting domestic violence as the reason for their being without housing, 65% of females
reported being victims of crime, and 69% reported having been physically or sexually abused.
I
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Sacramento County and Cities
Board on Homelessness
(SC&CBoH)
Annual Report Presentation
1999-2000

Introduction
Established in 1998 by the Sacramento County

Board of Supervisors and Sac ramento City Counci l,
the SC&CBoH consists of a 33 member board and 9
focus teams .
Mission:
To develop and support the implementation of a 5 -year
comprehensive plan to address the overallsystem of
funding and management of services designed to
mitigate and reduce ho_mel_essness-zn_Sacra m
_ _ _ento
County.

Accomplishments , and Supported
Initiatives .
•
•
•
•
•

American River Outreach
Hu m a n Ass i stance Fi el d Survey
Publ ic Opi n io n Su rvey
Proj ect H OPE
Pub lic F orums

• Ret u rn to Residence P rogra m
• AB34/20 34 Projects

Casey Great Start Foster Youth Coliabnration _

Targets for Year 2001
• Endorsement of Overall Strategies
• Finalize Screening, Evaluation Framework and
Criteria
• Evaluate Team Recommendations and
Finalize the Comprehensive 5-Year Plan
• Conduct Public Forum
• Design and Implement Pilot Projects to
Address Emerging. Needs
• Establish Representation from the SC&CBoH
on MajorinitiativesRelatedlxs Homelessness
• Establish a Transportation Focus Team

Recommendations
• Accelerate plans to fund and develop
permanent affordable supportive
housing for homeless people.
- Target: additional affordable supportive
housing for 1600 persons by 2006
- Scattered site housing throughout the
County

Recommendations
Direct SC&CBoH to create a scope of work,
timeframe, budget, and appropriate funding
mechanisms to create an operational data
and reporting process related to
homelessness.
- Research, survey and quantify community and
service needs
- Document client mobility
- Provide
outcomes
and data to
support
_
__ . . _ fact based
_
_
-c ions

Recommendations
Establish a Short Term Site Selection
Task Force for Homeless Services
-

Examine other Cities Successes
Incorporate Good Neighbor Policy
Develop a Siting Model
Impl e ment and Test Model

Recommendations
Provide Domestic Violence Counseling at
Homeless Shelters and Housing Programs

Females siting domestic violence as a primary
reason for being without housing:
- 46% of Females in Transitional Housing
- 25% of Females in Shelters
- 18% of Females in SROs

Recommendations
• Approve Amended SC&CBoH Role and
Representation as follows:
- Make Recommendations on Emerging Homeless
Issues

- Participate in the County's Master Plan for Human
Services and Other Related Efforts
- Membership: Add the Director of the Department
of Health and Human Services and a Domestic
Violence Program Executive Representative

Recommendations
• Approve the Continuation of the
SC&CBoH for Year 2001
• Accept and Approve the
Recommendations of the Annual Report
• Recognize and Commend the Efforts of
the Board Members and Focus Team
Participants
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SACRAMENTO COUNTY AND CITIES BOARD ON
HOMELESSNESS
1999-2000 ANNUAL REPORT
INTRODUCTION
The SC&CBoH consists of a 33 member board and nine (9) Focus Teams. The
SC&CBoH's overall goal is to develop a five (5) year comprehensive plan in order to
address the overall system of funding and management of services designed to mitigate
and reduce homelessness within Sacramento County.
BACKGROUND
In 1996 and 1997, the Midtown Business Association sponsored three (3) Public Forums
to discuss the issues surrounding the problem of homelessness. A core group continued to
meet after the forums to compile the Homelessness Report, dated August 1997, outlining
the agreed upon recommendations. This report included a recommendation to form a
"Regional Board on Homelessness" which was approved by the Sacramento Board of
Supervisors and City Council in February 1998 and subsequently renamed "The
Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness" (SC&CBoH) in June 1998. The
SC&CBoH held its first official meeting in October 1998.
The SC&CBoH membership roster, original project timeline, organization chart, and the
Focus Team Model Diagram are included as Attachments V, VII, VIII and IX,
respectively.

HIGHLIGHTS
First Year Efforts
The SC&CBoH made extremely good progress during its first year in service (1998-99).
In accordance with the project timeline, the board's efforts were focused on data
collection and analysis of the overall homeless system in Sacramento County.
Additionally, the board successfully supported and implemented four (4) comprehensive
pilot projects during the first year which included:
1. Development of a Systems Management Diagram of Homelessness
(Attachment VI).
2. Implementation of the American River Outreach Project

Annual Report.doc
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3. . Administration of the Human Assistance Field Survey of the Sacramento County
Homeless Population
4. Conducted a Public Forum on Homelessness (September 11, 1999)
Second Year Efforts
In its second year, the SC&CBoH focussed on the following goals and objectives:

I
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1. Develop a five (5)-year comprehensive plan draft to be presented to the Board of
Supervisors and City Council in Jg"001.
2. Evaluate results of current pilot projects and initiate other projects as needed.
3. Continue to analyze the homeless system for areas of improvement.
4. Conduct additional public forums to involve the public in providing input into the
development of the five year plan (Minutes are included in Attachment II).
5. Develop and pilot a case management and tracking system.
6. Analyze the data collected from the Human Assistance Survey and target areas for
improvement.
7. Develop strategies and objectives for improving public education and awareness of
homelessness.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The SC&CBoH has continued to make exceptional progress during its second year of
existence. Highlights of 1999/2000 year accomplishments of the board and the nine (9)
Focus Teams, as well as some of the special projects, are listed below.
•

Case Management and Over-Concentration Team

1

The team developed a coordinated inter-program "Case Management and
Tracking System" that will serve to enhance Continuum of Care services to the
homeless population and provide information relative to service availability and
service gaps. This Case Management and Tracking System is currently in the
testing phase and is scheduled for pilot implementation in early 2001.
•

I
I
I
I
I
I

Emergency Food Team

'

In their examination of various homeless programs and services in the
community, the team has discovered possibilities for mutual support and
assistance among these programs. Future plans include assessing the feasibility of
organizing food buying on a large scale to maximize resources (essentially
develop a "cooperative buying club").
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•

The Sacramento Employment and Training Agency (SETA) and the County of
Sacramento Department of Human Assistance (DHA) conducted two (2) forums
and two (2) summits for foster youth. The first forum resulted in the development
of The Sacramento Transition Coalition (STC). STC is comprised of a
collaborative of government agencies, community-based organizations, education
systems, and private partners concerned with foster care. The second forum
resulted in Youth Specialists being hired in nine (9) of the 14 One-Stop Career
Centers. Another major accomplishment was Sacramento being identified by the
Casey Family Programs as a foster Youth Transition Services Pilot City, one of
only four (4) in the nation.

1
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•

Homeless Veterans Team
On September 22, 23, & 24`h, the Sacramento Stand Down 2000 Program served
more than 400 homeless veterans who were referred to local and community
service providers for additional recovery and transitional needs. This event has
become a major homeless veterans outreach project. The second rural Grass
Valley Veteran Stand Down took place on October 6, 7 & 81h, 2000.

•

1
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Employment and Economic Development Team

Housing and Neighborhood Impact Team
As a result of the teams' data collection and analysis, the team proposed a new
supportive housing loan program which was adopted and funded by the Board of
Supervisors and City Council. In addition, a second pilot program of Housing
Choice Vouchers was initiated for persons in transitional housing programs who
are moving to permanent housing. Three homeless service providers received
reservations of vouchers under this competitive program.

•

Mental/Public/Physical Health Team
Members of the team met with state legislative leaders involved in drafting the
AB34 and AB2034 legislation to provide services for homeless mentally ill
individuals. The team then advocated and secured SC&CBoH support for the
legislation. Successful passage of this legislation resulted in $5.2 million
additional funding for Sacramento County to augment homeless mental health
services including the continued operation of Project HOPE.
The team provided leadership in convening key homeless health care providers.
This health care group identified five core homeless health care needs: 1) medical
and dental services for runaway/homeless youth; 2) respite/post-hospital
discharge care for homeless persons; 3) training/education directed at shelter staff
regarding health care issues and health care providers regarding homeless issues;
4) coordination among agencies caring for the homeless population; 5) tailoring
programs to meet the needs/perspectives of the homeless client. The team also

I
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identified the continued funding and expansion of the HEALTH project as a
model outreach program for hard-to reach/heard-to-serve homeless persons. The
team continues to provide leadership in identifying potential funding
opportunities.
Public Safety Team

•

The team has made commendable progress with tangible results to specific
programs. Accomplishments include their involvement with the following
projects:
L Return to Residence - Families of homeless people were contacted and
arrangements were made for those who qualified to receive transportation
home. Over 500 people were, or have been assisted to date; and only 12
persons served returned to the area.
L Vegetation Project - Team members secured funding and start-up
resources to examine the feasibility of cleaning up vegetation growth
along the American River in order to improve public safety along the river
pathways. Funding for continuation of the river cleanup has been obtained
from SAFCA and County work crews are working with law enforcement
on an ongoing basis.
Sobriety Team

•

The team compiled and published a guide to substance abuse treatment for
homeless clients. In addition, the team developed. a pilot project called the
Sobhety Offender Reentry Program whose target population are individuals due
to be released from jail with previous or current substance abuse problems and
who want assistance with those problems.
•

Public Education and Awareness Team
In its first year, the team developed a set of Operating Principles (Table 1) to
guide the operations and outreach efforts of the Sacramento County and Cities
Board on Homelessness (SC&CBoH) and the Focus Teams. The team continues
to work on improved ways to educate on the subject of homelessness as well as to
improve communication and public information on the progress of the
SC&CBoH.
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TABLE 1
OPERATING PRINCIPLES:
WE ADOPT THESE PRINCIPLES TO MORE EFFECTIVELY ATTAIN OUR GOAL OF REDUCING
AND MITIGATING HOMELESSNESS.
THESE PRINCIPLES WILL HELP TO GUIDE ! THE
OPERATIONS AND OUTREACH EFFORTS OF THE SACRAMENTO COUNTY AND CITIES
BOARD ON HOMELESSNESS (SC&CBOH) AND THE FOCUS TEAMS.

1.

Plan, develop, and manage proactive systems improvements from a "whole
community" perspective;

2.

Build community collaboration and committed partnerships in all SC&CBoH
endeavors;

3.

As much as possible, base all actions on substantiated and evaluated data;

4.

Implement pilot improvement projects. If pilot projects are successful, work toward
continuation and expansion of program services;

5.

Increase coordination of efforts, programs, and providers of services through
improved communication and tracking;

6.

Develop recommendations for policy and community direction related to
homelessness.

SC& CBoH Special Projects
â Project HOPE - In a collaborative, multi-team effort, the SC&CBoH sponsored this
highly successful project. Law enforcement officers and providers teamed together to
impact the homeless mentally ill by providing assistance to enroll in appropriate
programs.
â Public Perception Survey - In May 2000, a public perception survey on homelessness
was conduced involving over 200 respondents at the State Capitol.
The public
opinion survey results suggested some primary misconceptions about homelessness, a
lack of the public awareness of how to get involved, and opposing opinions on what
should be done and by who. The results did validate the need for ongoing and
improved education and awareness of this complex societal problem. The.survey
results are included as Attachment III.
â Human Assistance Field Survey - The Sacramento County Human Assistance Field
Survey was sponsored by the Department of Human Assistance to study the
demographics, characteristics, needs, and barriers of the homeless population in
Sacramento. This survey, conducted September 12, 1999, is the largest survey of the
homeless conducted in the Sacramento metropolitan area. Highlights of this survey
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were presented to the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors, the Sacramento City
Council, and at the October 12, 2000 Public Forum and are included in Attachment
IV.
â Best Practice Award - The SC&CBoH was nominated for and received finalist
recognition for the. HUD Best Practices Award. The letter of recognition is contained
in Attachment IX.

PROPOSED THIRD YEAR WORK PLAN
n

I
I
I

Develop Comprehensive Strategies for the SC&CBoH

In order to guide the continued success and progress of the SC&CBoH, a set of
These strategies will provide a
comprehensive strategies will be developed.
framework for evaluating proposals and pilot projects presented to the Board within
the scope of the Board's mandate.
The work on these strategies was begun in the second year and will be finalized in the
third year. Draft examples of strategies under development and consideration follow.
♦

1

Improve public safety (American River parkways, downtown, and other
areas)

I
I

♦ Reduce cost (increase jail "diversion", reduce "frequent fliers" to detox, etc.)
♦ Increase service efficiency/effectiveness (promote multi-disciplinary response,
blended/leveraged funding, etc.)
♦ Improve response to vulnerable populations (target enhanced efforts to
women with children, veterans, the mentally ill, teenagers, seniors, etc.)
♦

I
I
I
I
I
I

Address impacts on and concerns of local neighborhoods (establish clear
public policies, program standards, increase educational awareness, etc.)

♦ Reduce prevent the expansion of homelessness (prevent the loss of existing
low cost housing stock (e.g. SRO hotels))
♦ Promote regional response to the issue of homelessness (support
coordinated/collaborative efforts, standardized referral procedures, integrated
data tracking, etc.)

^
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Develop a Screening and Evaluation Framework

The SC&CBoH will develop a screening & evaluation framework to guide the
assessment of internal (pilot) projects and to establish a process for determining whether
agency and program requests for endorsement or assistance should be supported.
A draft of this framework has been presented to the Board and will be refined in the third
year. This framework will help guide the Board in consolidating and synthesizing the
numerous team recommendations into a five-year comprehensive plan. Table 2, below,
illustrates the draft framework being considered.

TABLE
•

â ASSESSING NEEDS

•
•
•
•
•

â PHILOSOPHICALLY
CONSISTENT

•
•
•

•
â SOCIAL SERVICE
SITING

I
1

I
I
I
I
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•
•
•
•

â FISCALLY
RESPONSIBLE

•
•
•

Does it address a problem directly related to
homelessness or prevention of homelessness (is it
within the scope of SC&CBoH mandate)?
What gaps are filled?
What is the number of unserved or underserved?
Is it a duplication of services?
Is there documented justification?
Does it address situation(s)/population of
homelessness?
Is it a collaborative effort, with non-overlapping
coordination?
Is it inclusive and non-discriminatory?
Is it non-enabling, moving the client toward resolution
of homelessness or related problems?
Does it address neighborhood concerns and impacts?
Is it a realistic siting plan? Does it coordinate with the
overall plan?
Does it include a Good Neighbor Policy?
Is there an appropriate "cost per unit" ratio?
Have the sources of funding been identified?
Does it have ongoing and sustainable funding?
Does it leverage resources and avoid duplication of
services or "re-inventing the wheel"?
Does the appropriate percentage go directly to the
solution?
Are there appropriate outcome studies and measures?
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Finalize 5 Year Comprehensive Plan

The nine focus teams have provided extensive input into the proposed Five Year Plan.
The team reports are included in Attachment X. The SC&CBoH, using the strategies and
evaluation framework described above, will focus on prioritizing the numerous team
recommendations into one coordinated comprehensive plan. A part of this consolidation
effort will include identifying common themes across teams and determining how these
common issues should most effectively be addressed. Upon completion, the plan will be
presented to the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors and the Sacramento City
Council for endorsement and implementation.

n

I
I
I
I
I

Conduct an Annual Public Forum

The SC&CBoH will continue with planning and conducting an annual public forum to
present progress and gain community input.

n

Develop Pilot Projects to Address Emerging Issues

Based on the findings of the 1999 Human Assistance Survey, pilot projects will be
designed to address African American representation in transitional housing programs,
domestic violence against homeless women, and targeted outreach to homeless seniors.
In addition, the issue of site selection for new programs and programs that may be
relocating will be examined and researched for recommended approaches.

n

I

Establish Representation from the SC&CBoH on Major Initiatives Related
to Homelessness

1

If approved by the Board of Supervisors and the City Council, members of the
SC&CBoH will participate in such initiatives as the Site Selection Task Force and the
Master Plan for Social Services to insure that homeless issues are addressed and to help
coordinate the overall board's efforts with other County and City initiatives.

n

I
I
I
I

Establish Transportation Focus Team

Create a 10th focus team to concentrate on transportation issues related to homelessness.
Transportation was consistently reported as a high priority need of homeless persons
pursuing service assistance in the 1999 Human Assistance Field Survey.

I
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SACRAMENTO COUNTY AND CITIES BOARD ON
HOMELESSNESS
1999-2000 ANNUAL REPORT
SC&CBoH RECOMMENDATIONS
TO THE SACRAMENTO COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
AND THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
The Sacramento County & Cities Board on Homelessness respectfully recommends that
the County Board of Supervisors and City Council, with the assistance of the Board on
Homelessness, take the following actions:
1. Prevent local increases in homelessness by accelerating efforts to plan, develop,
and fund permanent affordable housing with supportive services at scattered
sites throughout the City and County
Direct Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency as lead agency, and
Sacramento County Department of Human Assistance and Department of Health and
Human Services, and City and County Planning staffs to work with the SC&CBoH to
develop and report on specific recommendations.
Of the persons surveyed in the "Human Assistance Field Survey" on September 12,
1999, housing was consistently reported as a top priority need. At that point in time,
there were 808 transitional housing beds, 631 emergency shelter beds, and _ 161
persons reporting being homeless, without any shelter. This represents a total bare
minimum number of persons requiring permanent supportive housing at 1600.
Based on this point in time survey, permanent supportive housing for 320 persons per
year is needed over the next five years, not counting any increases in the homeless
population. It must be noted that these housing units are for persons who are
extremely poor and who are homeless or are moving out of transitional housing.
Services attached to this housing must be provided by appropriate social service
agencies.
In addition, the focus teams have recognized and are addressing the special housing
needs of varying populations including, persons with psychiatric disabilities, chronic
health problems, chemical dependencies, youth ages 18-25, adults 60 and over, and
veterans that must be considered in developing housing options.

.i
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Current market forces are diminishing the supply of affordable housing. Strategies
for preventing the loss of existing low-income housing must include measures to fund
its rehabilitation. Policies must also be strengthened to replace units that are lost.

2. Create an Operational Data and Reporting Process Related to.Homelessness
Direct the Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness, in cooperation
with homeless service provider staff and the Department of Human Assistance, to
create a scope of work, timeframe, budget, and appropriate funding mechanism for a
establishing an operational data and reporting process, building on the "Human
Assistance Field Survey" data, to be updated annually.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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This effort should include the following tasks:
•

Research, specify, and quantify the community and service needs through gap
analyses targeted to mitigate and reduce homelessness.

•

Incorporate client mobility tracking system pilot evaluations and findings.

•

Provide fact-based outcomes and data support to guide SC&CBoH's
recommendations on the homeless continuum of care.

•

Use survey technology to gather information on community issues, concerns,
and perceptions related to homelessness, particularly with respect to
businesses and neighborhoods.

•

Create accessible documents or other tools to interpret and target available
resources and gaps (e.g. surveys, maps, web page, resource guides, etc.)

3. Establish a Site Selection Task Force
Establish a short term, time limited task force, with representation from the County of
Sacramento Planning and Social Service Program staff, Sacramento City Planning
staff, homeless service providers, neighborhood representatives, and business
representatives to develop strategies for addressing siting of homeless service
programs. The task force will address the following tasks:
n
n
n
n
n

Research other jurisdiction's successful siting efforts
Incorporate findings from the operational data reporting process
Incorporate Good Neighbor Policy
Develop a model for siting in Sacramento City and County
Develop recommendations for model implementation

Final recommendations 2000.doc 02/20/01
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4. Implement Family Violence Counseling at all Homeless Programs
Direct the Department of Human Assistance to establish family violence counseling
services at all emergency shelters and transitional housing programs in the City and
County.
The 1999 Human Assistance Field Survey found that women were very likely to be
victims of domestic violence, victims of crime, and victims of physical and sexual
abuse - 65% of females surveyed had been victims of crime, and 69% had been
physically or sexually abused.
A significant proportion of the females surveyed in various homeless situation also
cited domestic violence as a reason for being without housing, as shown below.
•
•
•

25% of women in Emergency Shelters/Homeless
18% of women in SRO's
46% of women in Transitional Housing

In Sacramento,. one shelter operated by WEAVE exists entirely to assist victims of
domestic violence. This shelter is regularly full to capacity. It is clear from the data
above that homeless women in other programs have a high rate of victimization.
Therefore, it is critical all women in homeless programs have access to these
counseling and support services.

5. Approve Amended SC&CBoH Role & Representation

I
t
I
I
I
I

Approve the continuation of the SC&CBoH for calendar year 2001 to serve as an
advisory board and planning body to guide decision-making for the continuum of care
of homeless services within Sacramento City and County. The SC&CBoH will
gather data and information, identify issues and service gaps, examine impact to
neighborhoods and businesses, and review and provide recommendations on changes
and improvements to programs and initiatives related to homelessness within
Sacramento County.
•

Include a SC&CBoH representative in the development of the County's
Master Plan for Human Services with the Human Services Coordinating
Council, and in the planning of a system of health for under and uninsured
individuals in Sacramento County.
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SC&CBoH Positions. Approve two additional SC&CBoH positions to
include the Director of the Department of Health and Human Services, and a
Domestic Violence Program Representative.
The findings of the "Human Assistance Field Survey" conducted in
September, 1999 included 26% of females reporting domestic violence as the
reason for their being without housing, 65% of females reported being victims
of crime, and 69% reported having been physically or sexually abused.

I
I
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ATTACHMENT I
HUD Best Practices Award
Letter (Sept. 6, 2000)
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, DC 20410-0001
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September 6, 2000

Mr. Dick Skelton
Sacramento CO & Cities Board on Homelessness
4829 Folsom Boulevard

I

Sacramento, CA 95819-4436

I
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Dear Mr. Skelton:

1

I
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Congratulations on your selection as a 2000 HUD Best Practice Award winner. You
should be proud of your success in using HUD programs to revitalize communities and bring
new opportunities to American families. As Secretary Cuomo said in his speech at the Best
Practices Symposium, "You have shown the American people that we can do these things.
...You have proven that together, we can do it!" We can do affordable housing. We can rebuild
public housing. We can bring more people into home ownership. We can fight racism day in and
day out. We can take a homeless human being off the street and give them their life back. You
made it so good to know that we can actually do all these things and begin to vindicate the
promise of this country: Opportunity for all. That's what you're making possible. Thank you
for doing it. Thank you for letting us be part of it."
Your project is a shining example as to why knowledge sharing greatly enhances the
quality of management, and the effectiveness and efficiency of the Department. This is an
exciting time for the industry and together we must exploit this opportunity. We will continue to
be proactive in sharing this information and diffusing Best Practices models by creating a
centralized knowledge sharing library to house industry-specific knowledge, information,
techniques, tools, ideas, offer broad access to resources, experts, best practices, and provide
innovative use of technology to elevate the community development industry as a whole. This
library is only as good as the information in it, much of which comes from you. I encourage you
to continue to be an industry leader by sharing your progress and other successful practices with
us, so that the American promise is fulfilled for everyone.
We missed you at the 2000 Best Practices and Technical Assistance Symposium, but we
would like for you to have a copy of the awards booklet and other material that your colleagues
received at the Symposium. Your local Field Office will be receiving your award and will make
arrangements to present you with your award.
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Thank you for your hard work and dedication to building a better tomorrow and
improving the operation of HUD programs. Again, congratulations on your award. We look
forward to working with you to share your success; prepare for the future and ultimately succeed
in improving communities across the country.

Sincerely,

I

Karen S. Jackson
Best Practices Project Leader
Associate General Deputy Assistant Secretary
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(October 12, 2000)
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OCTOBER 12, 2000 - SC&CBoH PUBLIC FORUM ON HOMELESSNESS
QUESTION AND ANSWERS

SC&CBoH Public Forum
October 12, 2000
Questions and Answers
(SIX FOCUS TEAMS REPRESENTED)
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Jane Ginsberg representing Mental/Physical/Public Health
Heather Andrews representing Sobriety
Capt. Jim Hyde representing Public Safety
Don Harper representing Homeless Veterans
Jan Gallaway representing Case Management & Over-Concentration
Tim Brown representing Housing and Neighborhood Impact
Other SCC&BoH members located in the first two rows were also available to answer
audience questions.
n ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^e^

Q lIra Domingo - What is developing with, the mentally ill concerning housing and
people with various medical illnesses,. since the field survey?
Al.
Jane Ginsberg - There are several priorities that we have identified. ^ On the
physical side, one of the critical issues we work with a lot is for people who are in some
very serious physical distress - a lot of times people want to be discharged from the
hospital to the streets with amputated limbs and they need to be addressed. So, one of the
priorities that we really hope to see going, and there has been collaboration with the Dept.
of Health and Human Services (DHHS) and many of the involved parties to see if we
could get a respite care program going to provide a safe place for people who are in
distress. There's a lot of effort that's going on in trying to develop additional permanent
housing for people with psychiatric disabilities. I think we're faced with a real challenge
with this. This is an unusual year in that there is a lot of housing money that is floating
around than has ever been available that I can recall. And you have a situation that it is
very difficult to site programs - so that there are several programs that actually have
secured funding to develop programs and can't find a place to put them. So, in terms of
a board and community having overlapping jurisdiction, the siting issue is something that
virtually every committee has identified and that is probably the biggest obstacle we're
facing right now.
Q2.
Walter Watson - In reference to the diagram and graphics on homelessness, why
are minorities not receiving services?
A2.

Jan Gallaway - That was a surprising finding on that survey, and I think Tracy
mentioned that we are going to be having a focus team to identify if there are any barriers
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that it's creating this disparity between the number of people, in particular, African
Americans, who are in shelters and they don't go on to transitional housing programs and
permanent supportive housing. So that is on our agenda this year to find out what is
there that is creating this problem and what can we do to solve it.
Q3.

D
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Walter Watson - In regards to Project HOPE, where do they find the homeless?

Capt. Jim Hyde - Actually, we find the homeless in all sorts of locations.
A3.
Particularly in the area that I supervise - that's the downtown core predominantly, it's'
[in] the parks, it's in the neighborhoods, its along the American River, it's in the business
districts, and it's folks trying to eke out some kind of living to survive on a day-to-day
basis. So, we find-them everywhere in the downtown area. [This is] as far as from the
city perspective.
Davida Douglas - In reference to the Vegetation Project - Public safety'was cited
Q4.
as a reason for removing vegetation - however, your own study has stated that homeless
individuals are much more likely to be victims of crimes. Removal of vegetation that
provides a certain level of privacy and protection of persons and possessions would
obviously increase the likelihood of victimization of homeless individuals.
Capt. Jim Hyde - Actually, from our experience, we find that the thick vegetation
A4.
provides shelter for criminals. In the homeless population, there are folks who are truly
disadvantaged. And then there are folks who prey on the homeless. That vegetation acts
as a cover and concealment for suspects to prey on victims. And that is the problem we
have. The other problem we have is that you have folks who want to use the American
River Parkway and don't feel it's safe because of the amounts of vegetation - how thick
and high it is. Now, there is a balancing act out there - it's called the environment.
How do we make sure that we care for the American River Parkway, which is a very
So, it's finding that balance and working
beneficial thing for our geographic region.
We've
brought in experts to find out what is
with the Sacramento Area Flood Control.
the appropriate way to do, this vegetation project; and to do it as a pilot - to see how that
works so we don't affect the entire park system.
Dee McConico - What are your plans to- develop housing for females and
Q5.
families?
Tim Brown - So far, the Housing Committee has focused on a couple of pilot
A5.
programs and they aren't specifically for women and kids and families, but would
hopefully assist some of those folks. One of these is trying to find housing for people
with HIV/AIDS, .and secondly to do a pilot program for permanent housing with
supportive services for people leaving transitional housing programs. There is still a
need when people graduate from transitional housing they have difficulty getting housing
they can afford and still having services. On another level, they still need to have some
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services to make it in the mainstream market, and so there are a couple of pilot programs
taking a look at that. Otherwise, there's nothing specific right now. But there is a debate
going on right now with the board - permanent housing, how much is needed permanent affordable housing, how much is needed and who needs it. And that's still
going on right now. We have no specific proposal to tell you about.
Q6.
Dee McConico - What assistance can be given to people before they become
homeless?
A6.

Jan Gallaway - Through the Department of Human Assistance we do have
homeless assistance to people who are on aid, and that is a once-in-a-lifetime assistance
for them. And the other program that I can think of, off-hand, is the Return to Residence.
That is a program where we provide a bus ticket to a person to return to his or her
original place of residence, and we make sure that the person has a family member or a
support person to meet them at the other end. This is a collaboration between the Police
Department, law enforcement and providers in the community.
This has been very
successful. I think that, at last count, we only had one person who returned to.
Sacramento - with over 300 people who had used the service. 'Also, there is a one month
follow-up to make sure people are still there and that they are still in contact with their
support families.
Q7.
Dee McConico - What percentage of people are homeless when they are released
from jail? Do we have those figures?
AT
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Capt. Jim Hyde - The short answer is no.

Q8.
Anonymous - Are there any people of color on any of these task forces? And, if
so, how many and on what task forces?
A8.
Dick Skelton - This was one problem I think the board has been addressing. In
terms of even the board itself needing to become more diverse in its nature.
I can't
speak for the teams because I don't know the make-up of those teams. Tracy, do you?
Tracy Pope - The teams have a,lot more diversity than the board.
Heather Andrews - The Sobriety Team does have some minorities. So, there are exisitng
minorities.
Dick Skelton - So, there are some minorities on some teams. The board is attempting to
increase the diversity, but at this point it is a significant weakness that has been
identified.

I
'
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Of the six people
Don Harper - I can just speak for the Homeless Veterans Team.
working on the Veterans Team with me, 20% of the people are people of color. And of
the six, two are consumers already who've be in the consuming mode and now are
providers or they are working for community based organizations.
John Fernald - Was any demographic information collected as part of the survey
Q9.
that reflects how many children under the age of 18 years are homeless, and what their
needs might be? If so, how might a provider agency access that data?
Tracy Pope - Actually, I have another survey that was done that was on homeless
A9.
youth, or youth that were at risk of being homeless. It's a smaller set. It's about 60 that
were in the sample that we have. This survey that we have, we had a very small
I think there was only 17 to
percentage of folks who would be considered youth.
between 18 and 22, so its a very small sample. We have analyzed the other data. That
data will*be soon available. If you contact me, I would be glad to get some information
to you on that.

E
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Michael O'Donahue - I would just like to add something to that. I have worked here in
the Sacramento area doing outreach to youth at risk, and working on the streets. I've had
contact and worked with a lot of these at risk youth - what you would consider to be
teenagers. For the most part, the issue of homelessness affects them in a very diverse
way. There are some who elect to be homeless because of whatever particular situation
they come from. And there are those who are homeless for a lot of what you consider to
be the typical reasons. For the most part, since they are minors, they stay away from
accessing services because they are afraid of being returned to whatever situation that
they had left. They also tend to stay away from anyone who may even be collecting
data. For the most part there is great apprehension there and there is a real challenge of
building trust with this segment of the population, in order to just provide them with
services and just to find out what they need and who they are.
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Q10. Gene Taylor - Will the board advocate for an increase in minimum wage, or a
livable wage, to help reduce future homelessness?
A10. Tim Brown - I think that's an excellent question. I can't say that we've had a lot
of discussion about that. The board has been focussed on the typical homeless programs
- shelters, outreach, transitional and permanent housing, special needs housing. So we
really haven't, since I've been on the board, had real discussion on the other side of it.
Q11.

Terry Newton -What are the plans for permanent housing for Veterans?

All. Don Harper -Thanks for asking that - whoever asked that question. I really
appreciate that. First of all, I have to say our board, for the last three years, has been
extremely supportive in recognizing the issues that veterans have in the homeless
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community. As many of you know, 1/3 of the homeless population are veterans and I'm
proud to say that we have worked on, in the past three years, to increase the number of
transitional beds for veterans in the community. We are working on a special project for
transitional program for women veterans in this community. Women veterans within the
hopmelsss population are underserved. It's been recognized by this board and by myself
and others, so we are planning to look into an eight-bed transitional housing program for
women veterans in the next coming year.

I
I

On permanent housing, I am putting forth a recommendation with a partnership with the
Veterans Administration and with HUD and with some local resources to put a 40- to 50bed permanent housing program for veterans and their families and kids online in the
next three or four years. That's a needed gap for all the folks who are homeless, and
veterans certainly, who are a big part of putting more permanent beds online.

F
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Paul Harriman - With funding at over $150 Million during the nineties, there is
little question about the commitment of this County (and the surrounding counties should
do better). The big question is - after years of effort, why aren't things better? These
efforts almost seem more like "enabling" rather that focused "result-oriented" community
outreach. How do we uali the results? How do we track the progess?
A12. Michael O'Donahue - I think we should just toss the microphone up in the air,
and whereever it lands, that's who has to answer! !(laughing)
Jane Ginsberg - In terms of quantifying it, I think Jan and other people can talk about it,
But, those of us, and this isn't just my hand on the board, but as a provider, that there are
lots of people whose lives are turned around and I think the problem we have is a lot of
people are thrown upstream into homelessness and there are lots of people who are
making their way out of it, and lots of programs. And so it seems to me, and I know the
Public Education and Awareness Team component on the board is very important.
Because I don't think that the public-at-large may be aware of how many people's lives
have really changed.
Lots of people who are your co-workers and neighbors were
homeless and made it through.
Heather Andrews - I think there is such a huge diversity of need that homeless people
have. I don't think that you control the money in one pot to solve all the problems.
People have a diverse number of problems and so we address some of those particular
problems with directed money. And programs that get people into permanent housing
and begin to help them to maintain that housing for a period of time. While is seems like
a lot of money, there area lot of people who are in programs with a lot of, very many
different problems.
Tim Brown - Some of these comments are my own, but.... You know, a question like
this sort of applies like, "you know, if we don't spend any money, then we're not doing
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any good - so why bother?". The thing I can tell you, some of us, as providers, we see
success stories. I have a number of people on my staff who have come from the bottom
(if you want to call it that) of homelessness. You see the success stories over and over,
and my view is we have never technically addressed the underlying problems of
homelessness. If you go back to 1980 when we slashed the federal housing budget by
80%, we are talking way more money than we have spent on homelessness.
Homelessness is a catch-all for a lot of problems. Housing is a big one. The health care
issues are immense. We see that 50% of the population are disabled people in our
Our systems are failing - the markets are not taking care of
mental health system .
many of the people at the bottom, and homelessness is the catch-all. African-Americans,
minorities are the most affected because they are the poorest. And we never really
addressed a lot of these issues and, in a sense, we've created this whole other category of
homeless funding which is trying to basically be the net for all the failures of our other
systems. And, frankly, it doesn't work all that great. The best thing to do, would be to
have enough affordable housing for everybody. Seventy percent of our survey said that
housing was their number one thing. We created this problem in the last 20 years. If
you were around before 1980, you know we didn't have thousands of people homeless on
our streets. And we do now. Is that because suddenly we got hundreds of thousands of
people who are now bad or, you know, incompetent or something?? The answer is No.
The system has failed a lot of people and I think that the spending that's been done is a
drop in the bucket compared to the need that's out there - just on housing alone, not
counting health care and mental health. Until we face up to that, we're not going to
make the progress we need to make.

I
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** see comments from Jan Gallaway in response A13

Q13. Amy Yannello - Have you ever considered a "KOA" style campground in the
American River Parkway to provide legal camping with established exit/entrance, rules,
etc., to cut down on crime, etc.?
A13. Capt. Jim Hyde - That idea has come up several times. The problem with the
location, the American River Parkway, is that it is public access. So, the standpoint from
the neighborhoods and their desire to use the American River Parkway, they would like
that located someplace else. The point is, where do you put that "someplace else"? It's
It's just like when you start talking about putting
a concept that can be explored.
different social service provider locations in the downtown core - it's like, where do you
So, it does have an
put it? In which neighborhood, and around what neighborhood?
affect on the residents. But that idea is out there and even my officers have come up
with that idea. Maybe there is something we can do in that aspect. But, the one thing [to
And you would
consider] when we do that - it would be like building a small town.
And
that
means
food, sanitary
have to provide an infrastructure to support that town.

I
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needs, lodging, public safety, medical, psychological - those types of services.
might be an idea to explore.

So it

Jan Gallaway - It seems that we do talk about that concept once a year; and, when we do
talk about it, it always comes around to the fact that people who are camping really want
to live outside in an unstructured environment. And, when you do build a campground
like that, as was said, you have to build a structure. So, for those people who do not want
to live within rules of a structure, that doesn't meet their needs. So, it's a very frustrating
concept to try and make it work for people who use it and how it would add to our
system.
**
Another thing about the last question (Q13), we have evolved with really quite an
extensive continuum of care in this jurisdiction. Throughout the years we have learned
a great deal about the people who use our services, and their needs are changing. What
their needs were back in the late 1980's are not what they are now. So, the programs
develop different aspects to address the needs of the clients we serve. But, that doesn't
mean that we are not going to have homeless people in six months. There are going to be
new homeless people with new problems - the newest problem now is we have no
affordable housing. And we didn't have that problem some years ago. So, it's sort of
like creating a dynamic system for a dynamic problem, and as soon as we plug one hole,
another one emerges.
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SC&CBoH Public Forum
October 12, 2000
COMMENTS and PUBLIC TESTIMONY

Woodv
Hi, I'm Woody. I just want to really thank you guys for helping out the homeless
people. I [have] been homeless. First time, just when I got back from Vietnam.
I just got out of the hospital and I couldn't live with nobody and I met someone street preacher - and got my life pretty much straight. But, when crisis came up
in my life something else would kick in - I didn't know how to handle it. Anyway,
got married and married the girl - anyway, I lost her, my house, my dad - all
these things happened to me and I just lost it. I was making over $30,000.
Over at the Sacramento Veterans Resource Center we got color there everybody is being reached there. We got guys like me. We got geologists, air
traffic controllers.. ..Yeah - we got guys that don't really do nothing - when you
get down there and you can't... you want to walk with your back to the-traffic and
you don't want anybody to see your face. You understand... This just goes
The sky is falling and you just
deeper and deeper and everything is going.
I, we, have volunteered. We [have] been there, we go out to try
don't know.
and help other people. Spend a weekend at the Stand Down. And you start to
get some of those things taken off you. Not all at one time. Now, through them
I was going to the VA getting medications for depression. Heck, I took myself to
the community psychiatric clinic back in 1995. $500 a day!! Huh ??? I shelled
I'm
out four days worth of that. I'm telling ya man, people are getting helped.
going to school now. I used to do computers and stuff for a hobby but know I'm
doing my circuitry and studying to be a technician. It's cool, man. Guys are
You know, me and my children we go to church together. My
getting helped.
girl, my partner, she just wants to be friends. (laughing) But I'm telling you, I'm
telling you its working. And we're helping each other. We are building up each
other. I'm telling ya, people out there want help. But you ain't gonna ask for it
cuz , ya know, guys have a little pride in youself [yourself], man. And you got
guys that bust through that stuff. And I'm learning how to have a relationship
Man, when you can't even take a bath it's rough!
with people. You know.
I'm telling you..
I'm learning how to communicate with people.
(laughing)
People need help and it's working, man. See, without hope, you don't go
nowhere. You go around and you go off track. All they need is someone come
And I just wanna thank God for Stand
up - say to them, "I'll walk with ya".
Also, you got the
Down, Gospel Mission, Welfare and Fishes and Loaves.
Recovery House and SCRC for what they're doing. Veterans are giving me help
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- they are trying to get my medical records. They made me tear those up when
I got out of Vietnam. Everybody in my neighborhood [was] in Vietnam. In fact,
everybody - EVERYBODY. We all came back. But ah... thank you for being
here for me. That's all I want to say.
Charles East
Hello.
[Anyway] I'm also a veteran staying there at the same place: I was
homeless and it was places like Loaves and Fishes that gave me breakfast.
And, I would say, Francis House coffee. Everyone gave a helping hand up. And
without these places, I had no place to go. I am currently in a recovery. Still in
an outpatient setting. I work for hostile as a custodian and I just want to say
thank you. I'm very thankful for being here - to each and every one of you who
helped me and the homeless and reach out. I get choked up just being here
thinking about it. My man, back there, if it wasn't for him, I honestly don't think
I'd be standing here right now. Don Harper and his organization help people like
we said. Just down and out - and if it wasn't' for you guys I wouldn't be here.
So, once again, thank you very much.
Terry Newton
Hello, I'm Terry. I'm the air traffic controller that everyone is talked about tonight.
Thanks to our acting president - and I mean that literally - and I don't have a job
anymore. So ah - here I am, a high tech kind of person that can't relate to any
other type of job. I went through 25 years of marriage. I lost a business :after 15
years and I just ended up right there on the road. My problem was I didn't have
any mental disabilities, or physical disabilities, so I didn't have anywhere to go.
Thank God for SCRC. I've been here for six months and they send me to school
where I can be rehabilitated to Microsoft systems engineering and get on down
the road. And it's people like you that have been giving me the chance. Thank
you.

Neil McAullife

I

I mentioned earlier that you would be hearing from the veterans component,
obviously. A lot of what the men said earlier - I wanted to thank a lot of the
same people that are in my program now - Greg Bunker and Francis House for
receiving my mail; the County for supporting me with mental assistance; the
Salvation Army; the Vietnam Veterans of Californian for their employment and
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training programs back in 1994 when I was receiving it. I call for all of you in the
community, not only the providers, people from the neighborhoods, people
receiving services, people not comfortable with the way the services are being
There is a wonderful
delivered, to get on the boat and be part of the process.
opportunity that is existing now with this Board on Homelessness, where we
have partners in just about every area of interest to all of you. We have partners
from the business community, from the neighborhoods, partners from law
enforcement on the safety committees. There are partners from the County's
departments of Human Assistance, of Health and Human Services. And we
I call on the
have a real interest of making our community a better place.
neighborhoods to embrace the services that are trying to be sited in your areas like the Mather Campus. For those of you who are here, tonight, in 1995 1996,
1997, as that process started to erupt (might be a good word) and became a
And that their most recent recognition that they received as one of
reality.
HUD's Best Practices Awards. It was pretty touching that the Chamber or
Commerce, I believe, was the chair of that event. And lives have been changed
in that process. That's just an idea of what can continue to happen in our
community with your involvement and with HUD. With all of your hard work, that
you are here right now, shows your concern. And if you have friends that,
Let them see what happens.
likewise, have opinions, bring them to the table.
Let them see that we are doing outreach with law enforcement and social
services. That people of all races and colors and religious backgrounds are
benefiting, and will benefit more greatly when our community better understands
their needs and their aspiration, and designs systems that will be effective in
giving them services. I want to thank you - have a good evening.
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Torrance Wade
First, I want to say hello and I would love to be on the board to add a little
diversity. Please forgive me, I had to write down what I want[ed] to say because
I will go off on a tangent because there is so much I want to say, so.... Actually,
my name is Torrance Wade and I am the homeless outreach coordinator/case
manager at Breaking Barriers, which is an HIV/AIDS social serve risk referral
agency for people affected and infected with HIV and/or AIDS. I am also a local
business owner, a very successful business owner I would say, and a concerned
citizen. I would like to take this time to commend all the past and current efforts
to end homelessness in Sacramento. I think that's a great thing. But being that
the massive majority of people are basically one paycheck away from being
homeless, turn that around and we can think about that. You would think that
there would be more affordable low income housing or just affordable housing,

I
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particularly for just anyone in Sacramento. The people that I talk to on a day to
day basis did not become homeless overnight, and I don't want to preach to the
choir or anything, we all know this. But is saddens my heart to hear when I talk
to someone and they say they cannot afford to live anyplace but on the, streets.
Many of my clients are HIV positive and their health is at risk as well; and now
that it rains the cold is here and so that is just - where is the hope to live? despite how they were infected or affected with HIV. Whether it be an eviction,
loss of a job, addictions, lack of a living wage, disabilities (physically or mentally)
or a veteran, it doesn't take a wise person to recognize that if you are rent is
greater than your income means and the ability to pay, the answer is that you are
gonna become homeless. And this is my challenge, that I think the solution is
very simple. I think that I have a solution that will end homeless within seven
years. This is no joke, and I am looking for the movers and shakers that are
willing to listen to my thoughts and views. And, I guarantee you that not only will
be end homeless. We will create a better way of life, a stronger social and
economical future for Sacramento as a whole - and on top of that, become one
of the leading cities as a model to end homelessness.
So, I have business
cards and I am willing to sit down and talk with all of the movers and shakers not just on this board, but on boards that this board spills out to. I speak from
the heart. I speak from a business aspect. But, most of all, I speak to say that I
know that within 5 to 7 years, with the plan that I propose, that we can end
homelessness. And I guarantee that. All it takes is enough people to believe.
When I first started my business no one believed in me, and here I am today.
I'm speaking on foster children. I lived in 17 different foster homes, two group
homes. People told me I wouldn't make it, and I am here today to say that I have
a story to tell and I have a way to end homelessness and so afterwards I'll pass
out my cards and talk to whoever, and if you really want to get down to business,
I really think that the services that we provide as a service provider are great, but
no one stops to say,. "What is it that prevents homelessness?"
You have to
give a person the ability and the want and the need to live - and not survive
(survive is day-to-day) but live is to move on. And once again I guarantee you,
the movers and shakers, we can end homelessness here in Sacramento within 5
to 7 years. Thank you.
Ira Dominao
Good evening ladies and gentlemen.
When I called the Almond Growers
Association to make arrangements for seating, I was asked by Ms. ; Marcia
Romanowski and was asked if I would like to speak.
My first thought was,
"Well, I don't have anything in common with those people, I'm not homeless they're homeless, I'm just going to the meeting to find out about the Section 8
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list." But then I did some soul searching. You see, I am an old socialist liberal
and I do have a lot in common with these people. You see, we all have a story
to tell. I was recently destitute. I lived in the Salvation Army for two months.
And then, after getting custody of my son, moving to a one room hotel for seven
Basically classified as homeless by most social service agencies. I
months.
became homeless because I had just gotten out of prison after serving a threeI'm an ex-offender, but I still offend some people. So, yes, I
year sentence.
have had more than my share of government bureaucracy and bureaucratic
indifference. Indifference to my living situation, as well as my son's environment.
You see, conservatives are fond of telling us what a wonderful, happy,
prosperous nation this is. The only thing that matches their love of country is the
To their
remarkable indifference they show toward the people that live in it.
ears, the anguished cries of the dispossessed, the homeless, have no merit.
The conservatives denounce, as bleeding hearts, those of us that criticize
But the
existing conditions which show some concerns for our fellow citizens.
present rate of the decline of social programs can be largely attributed to nonparticipation by those of us that are homeless and in need of services. If we do
not stand up and speak out on issues that are affecting out living situations, no
one else will care. A lot of us have been made homeless by alcoholism, drug
addiction, mental illness and various medical conditions; and some by laziness
Some say practice makes perfect, but practice makes
and ignorance.
I have my
improvement. So, continue to improve on yourselves everyday.
But
if
we
do
not
claim
some
of this
share of flaws. Just ask my girlfriend.
tremendous responsibility, then not only are we not part of the solution, but part
of the problem. I'll quote what a great president once said. "Ask not what your
country can do for you, but what you can do for your country." Find something
important in your life to do, such as advocating for social change. . Start by
building a foundation. Strengthen your spiritual base; stay clean and sober, go
back to school. Because I can personally say, even after being homeless, I was
one of the fortunate to find housing. Although working temp jobs, going to
college, the struggle continues for us all. If not for yourself, someone you know.
We are very fortunate that some social service programs and administrators, do
work for our benefit, and not for personal gain, such as the people here at
Almond Growers Theater. This is how it must be - both you and I and social
service programs working together. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to
speak.
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Les Stevens
[Can you hear me?] My name is Les Stevens. I live in South Sacramento. A
resident of the county for some 35 years and I am currently involved with the
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Food and Hunger Commission of the County and the City of Sacramento. I
have been exposed to a lot of this - what's been going on- and it's been inspiring
to me what's going on tonight, from the personal testimonies that we've heard,
and I trust that it will start a fire under where you're sitting , as it has to me. And
I had invited a friend of mine from the Union Gospel Mission, Mr. Bill Winchester,
who has been in the food purchasing and the food distribution at the' Gospel
Mission. This place has been here in this community for over 40 years doing
what they're doing now. They're expanding - trying to meet the needs of so
many, and even to women and children ( !) that are coming on board down there
and they are feeding over 300 people a day. They desperately need frozen
food. And I asked Bill - he was going to be here tonight and he called me, and
because of all things - paperwork (!) he couldn't make it - inventory and one thing
or another, and he said, " I'm tired and I'm behind". And I asked him, "Bill, if you
were here what would you say to this group tonight?" And he says, "We need
can and fruit and vegetables and frozen meat." Now, they've expanded; and I'm
becoming involved with a project ten miles out east on Florin Rd. The board of
Union Gospel Mission purchased 40 acres out there and it is called Eagles Nest
Ranch. And it's on Eagles Nest Rd. and they are picking up some men from the
Gospel Mission who want to get back into the mainstream and they are helping
to provide for their food. They're gardening, they have chickens, they got their
eggs, and they are providing meat to the Union. And they are becoming more
and more self-sufficient in that aspect down there all the time. But, as what's
been presented here tonight, the needs are overwhelming and there's like - and
one night, they turned away how many (?) - and they're coming on and it is a
consistent problem - but anyway, I just wanted to put in a word for this institution
down here. It has been here so long in our community, meeting the needs of
the homeless and the hungry when they are having a problem. Thank you.
Walter Watson
Thank you. First I want to thank everybody for taking the time out to listen to me
for just a little while.
I went to Turning Point HIP program.
I got with the
Turning Point HIP Program about six months ago. I was homeless and I [have]
been living in Sacramento for almost 25 years. I've had good jobs here. I had
some mental disabilities and all of a sudden I wasn't able to get my medication
anymore. So I resorted to medicating myself and with alcohol and drugs and I
started having problems with the police and everything else.
And everything
just started going downhill. And I had injuries to my body because of it. So,
when I went to work, be hired, I'd fall off a ladder or something.
And I had a
hard time getting my medications. But the best thing that ever happened to me
since I been homeless was the Turning Point HIP Program.
That means
Homeless Intervention Program. It put me in a motel and I stayed there for a
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month. And after a month they provided me with a place to live. And I see a
doctor, I see a psychiatrist once a week. And after the doctor finally decided that
I was capable of being in independent living, I got the apartment and now I'm the
And we have
president of the HIP Program. We have over 100 members.
meetings every week with the members where we discuss different things that
we can do within the community as a group. We are working back just to
I think Bill AB34 was the best
establish ourselves back into the community.
thing that ever happened. I think anybody that ever - this is my perception and
not everybody' has to agree - but I think anybody that was ever on drugs or
alcohol , they have some type of mental disability - or let's say instability because they have to be unstable in some way if they torture themselves to that
So, my personal advice to anyone that's on drugs or
extent. You know?
alcohol - go see a doctor, get some advise - you know. We can't just put them
up in a program for 30 days, let 'em out, not have giving them their physical
health and mental. health and have them go back out into the community and be
productive. This gentlemen here saying something about the children out there
and the mothers and them being homeless and they got 70 of them last night and they got the airport, they got that Mather, and they got_ all that space out
there.... what is it providing? Hmmm.. there is plenty of room out at Mather. I
think in a whole, in an agency - I've been through every agency - the Union
Gospel Mission, every charity group that's here in the Sacramento area, I've
been through it. I been through it. And every one seems to be going out after
I think there needs to be. more
their own goal, their own achievement.
networking, and more communication between the groups, in order to facilitate
that which we already have. And I don't see that. I haven't seen it in 4 years,
since I been homeless. There's no networking here. I appreciate all the things
that the board and everybody else has done for the Sacramento area as far as
housing for the homeless, providing meals and clothing, and everything else - it's
great (!) It's great. But the basic line is that there is so much more that we can
do to get the people off the street that are on the street. And as far as going out
and looking for people that are in the minority, Black, Hispanic, Indian, if you go
to some of those labor places, for the day labor, you'll find them right there.
They're not living on the river. They're not living out there on the street. They
go and get together, maybe 3 or 4 of them, they get a motel for a night. Now,
So, winter's coming on and we're
OK(?). Now, winter is coming on, right?
gonna have, more homeless - you know why? Because instead of those guys
being able to work 5 days a week, they're only gonna be able to work 2 or 3
What I'm saying is, you need
days a week. So, they're gonna be homeless.
to get a collective group together, where, if he has a problem and he has 70
women with children that are -homeless, and they have Mather Field out there
and they have all.that housing out there that's not being used, why can't they
Common
take somebody out there? I mean, it doesn't make sense to me.
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sense. I'm looking at common sense. I don't see any common sense. Thank
you very much.

I
I

I
I
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Officer Mike Summers
Like Neal, I couldn't pass up a microphone. If you would've told me two years
ago as a policeman of 25 years, that I would be working with social workers and
homeless people, I would've told you you've been smoking something! There is
a real turnaround in the field of law enforcement. You know, we all have our
own agendas about what we want to have happen in our own professions. In
Law enforcement, as you know, we want to reduce crime, we want to make it
safer, and we want to try and solve problems. And what we have found is that
trying the age old way of moving people. on and arresting them for crimes like
homelessness and trespassing and that sort of stuff - well, it doesn't work. And
sooner or later it kind of sinks in. You know, manpower and my deputy chief at
that time, Capt. Jim Hyde who you heard here earlier, had this idea and this
vision to get us involved with Social Services and I got involved about a year and
a half ago with a group of folks that have really turned my life around in terms of
how I conduct business as a policeman.
Our Project HOPE team, Jerry
Simpson from CDC, Rene M
from the Sheriffs Dept., Leonard
Neal has been a big influence on it, and I see people around the
room, Jane Ginsberg, Jan Gallaway, and other folks. And we don't always
agree philosophically I can tell you that, but it has been an interesting ride. I can
say after 25 years of being a policeman it has changed my attitude about dealing
with folks, and Rene keeps hitting me over the head, driving around town all day,
about the way you should be talking and dealing with people. Anyway, there's a
lot of wonderful people in this field.
We have a great partnership and I look
forward to expanding it.
I know that law enforcement is here to stay. We're
gonna deal with homelessness and the homeless situation in a real positive light
and we're going to try to find solutions. So, we're here to stay.
It's not just a
flash in the pan. We think it's a great way to do business. It's a lot better way
to do business. It's a kinder, gentler way to treat people with respect and some
dignity. So, anyway, I'd just like the folks here that I mentioned and the one's
that I didn't that I work with - you know what (?), it's been a hell of a ride and I
thank you very much. I really enjoy it.
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Mike O'Donahue
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With no further closing remarks, I just would like to thank all of you for attending
Also, I'd like to thank Blue
this evening; for contributing in the public forum.
Diamond for providing-the facilities. Once again, thanks to the project staff for all
They just worked
of their hard work in organizing the event this evening.
tirelessly.
And also, special thanks to the Sacramento City and the County
Board of Supervisors for all the support they give us in facilitating the work that
the board is able to accomplish. Good Night. Thank you very much.
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SC&CBoH Public Forum
October 12, 2000
Written Comments from the Public
Greg Bunker:
We are in crisis right now with a serious shortage of emergency shelter for
everyone who needs it but in particular for the women and children who have no
alternatives. I hope that SC&CBoH will forward that. recommendation.
Gamaliel Woodruff:
Homeless Veterans services are working.
Neal McAuliffe:
Thank you to the providers. Cal for public to support board and contribute. Call
to support the (unreadable) of recommendations of the board.
Torrance Wade:
We need more low income affordable housing and case management.
Anonymous:
[Unidentified comment submitted on a blank piece of paper (not on either
Question or Comment card provided at Forum)]:
Re: Project HOPE
In my opinion, law enforcement would not be the best choice for individuals to
provide assistance in directing homeless individuals into programs, as many
have an adversarial relationship with police and would therefore be hesitant to
accept help form them.
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Public Opinion
Survey Results

H UMA N A SSISTANCE F IELD
S URVEY
THE HOMELESS POPULATION

Conducted by

INTERNATIONAL QUALITY NETWORK

Sponsored by

Sacramento County Department of Human Assistance

August 2000
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Section 1 -1.
Study Highlights

Sacramento County
Human Assistance Field Survey
This study was conducted for the Sacramento
County Department of Human Assistance
(DHA) in support of the management and
planning direction of DHA's homeless
programs. The study was designed to provide
demographic information, homeless needs
assessment information, and other specialized
characteristics of the target population such as
disabilities, criminal records, alcohol and drug
abuse indicators. The study was not intended to
and does not provide a count or estimate of the
homeless population of Sacramento County.
This study was conducted on September_ 12,
1999 at targeted locations across Sacramento
City and County. Sixty trained volunteers
administered 501 interviews with homeless
persons, transitional housing- residents, and
occupants of downtown single residency
occupancy (SRO) hotels. The study is one of the
most extensive surveys of the homeless
population in a major U.S. metropolitan area.
The study also provided supporting data on the
homeless population for the planning efforts of
the Sacramento County and Cities Board on
Homelessness (SC&CBoH). The SC&CBoH
was established in 1998 by the Sacramento
County Board of Supervisors and the
Sacramento City Council in response to
recommendations from several public forums on
homelessness. The findings of this study have
helped to validate and guide the efforts of the
SC&CBoH eight focus teams in planning and
piloting projects aimed at mitigating and
reducing homelessness.

Survey Design and Development
A seven page survey was designed to be
administered through individual interviews of
homeless, previously homeless, and persons

considered at risk of homelessness. The survey
design and development incorporated
components of DHA's "Point in Time
Survey", the "American River Outreach
Survey", and the "Winter Overflow Shelter
Survey". In addition, the eight focus teams of
the SC&CBoH (Emergency Food, Public
Safety, Case Management and Over
Concentration, Mental/Public/Physical Health,
Housing, Employment and Economic
Development, Sobriety, and Vietnam Veterans
teams) also provided input on. specific
information to be included in the design.
The survey instrument was drafted, reviewed
and revised extensively by all participating
groups and a final version was developed for
testing. The design was then pre-tested at
selected shelters and transitional housing
programs. Minor revisions were incorporated to
enable for smoother administration and question
clarity.

Interviewer Training
Volunteers for interviewers were solicited
through DHA and the SC&CBoR The
volunteer announcement specified the date for
the survey administration and the requirement
for attending a half day training session on
proper interviewing techniques. Sixty
volunteers were recruited and trained. While
the majority of volunteers came from DHA and
other social service provider organizations, ten
volunteer interviewers were residents of
transitional housing programs, previously
homeless, and four were currently homeless. In
addition, staff from the local Office of the U. S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) also participated.
The interviewer training was conducted on two
dates to accommodate the varying volunteers'
schedules. The training covered a review of the
survey design, how to ask questions and record

Sacramento County Department of Human Assistance
36
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Section 1 - 2
Study Highlights

responses, sources of survey bias,
confidentiality, safety, schedule, and logistics.
Discussions of the nature of the homeless
population and potential interviewer challenges
were also conducted. The training concluded
with a practice run through the interview and
logistic assignments.

Sampling Targets and Sampling Size

In order to reduce the chance for duplication of
respondents, the administration was planned to
be conducted on a very large scale and within a
short period of time. Sunday morning,
September 12th, was selected as the date for
administration. This Sunday was selected in
part because no breakfast programs are provided
on Sunday morning and would not, therefore,
compete with the survey administration. In
addition, Food Link had provided 400 threedollar McDonald's gift certificates to be used as
incentive and appreciation for completing the
survey. This generous gift was instrumental in
achieving the tremendous number of surveys
administered.
The targeted locations were selected to represent
an "at risk" of homelessness population (SROs),
the homeless population (homeless and
emergency shelters), and those who had
succeeded out of homelessness (transitional
housing programs). Outdoor locations were
selected through discussions with the
Sacramento Police Department, the Sacramento
County Sheriffs Department, and Sacramento
County Parks and Recreation Department
Because of the effect of the recent "American
River Outreach" project the number of campers
along the American River had been greatly
reduced and remote camping locations did not
require access.

results. While not all of the shelters, transitional
housing programs, and SROs were sampled, the
targets included large programs as well as small
and a representative cross section of the types of
clients served ( women, families, single adults,
and those with mental health, alcohol and drug
issues).
The sizes of the samples were sufficiently large
to further support generalization of findings
across the populations. In Sacramento County
the following reflects the total number of beds
available, the samples size that was attained,
and the percentage of the total population that
the samples represent.
Emergency Shelters: 631 beds
Sample Size 155
24.5%
Transitional Housing: 808 beds
Sample Size 105
13.0%
SROs: 925 beds
Sample Size 80
8.6%

Homeless
Sample Size 161
(It is not possible to determine
with any validity what
percentage of the homeless
population 161 persons
represents.)

The sampling method used was convenience
sampling. This is not a random sample,
however, it does allow for generalization of
Sacramento County Department of Human Assistance
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Survey Administration
At 5:30 A.M. on Sunday, September 12, teams
of interviewers were dispatched to a variety of
selected locations. These locations included
transitional housing programs, emergency
shelters, parks and outdoor locations known to
be frequented by homeless persons, and single
residency occupancy hotels in the downtown
area.
The teams were equipped with cellular
telephones, water and snacks, survey copies,
clip boards, and pens. Each team was provided
with telephone numbers to call in case of an
emergency or crisis. In addition, a mobile team
was dispatched to provide further supplies or
assistance as the teams required. It is important
to note that on no occasion did the teams
encounter any. difficulties or need for protective
services.

administered. The variations reflected are small
and should have no impact on the validity of the
data overall.

Survey Highlights
Who was surveyed and where were they living?
The total number of interviews conducted was
501. This included 155 persons who reported
living in emergency shelters, 161 persons who
reported being homeless (such as camping, on
the street, abandoned buildings, cars; under
bridges, etc.). 105 persons reported living in
transitional housing facilities, and 80 persons
Location
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%

Following the administration of the surveys the
teams turned in the surveys, clarified any
discrepancies in responses, shared stories and
experiences, and celebrated the effort.
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20.0%

1s.o•i.

I

10.0%
s.ai.
0.0%

A Note on the Findings

reported living in downtown SROs.

I

The data contained in this report represent an
extensive amount of information on the
homeless population. Over 500 interviews were
conducted by 60 trained volunteers in a variety
of settings and under a variety of conditions.
With any survey of this magnitude and
complexity there are numerous errors or
mistakes that can occur. In many instances the
total number of responses to questions will vary
based on how many people who actually
responded, how complete the interviewers were
in recording the responses, and the nature and
sensitivity of the questions asked. Therefore,
there are differences in the total number of
responses for particular questions that differ
from the total of 501 surveys that were

What was the percentage of males and females
of those who were surveyed?

I

Shelter

Homeless

Transitional

SRO

I
I
r

I
I

Total=495

Of the total interviewed, 72% (357) were male
and 28% ( 138) female.

Sacramento County Department of Human Assistance
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"at was the ethnic and racial composition of
those surveyed?

What was the educational level of those
surveyed?

58% reported being Caucasian, 34.5% reported
being African American, 5:1% Hispanic, 1.7%
Asian/Pacific Islander, and 0.6% reported Other.

73% of those surveyed reported a high school
diploma, GED, or higher level of education.
This compares to the 1990 Census statistics for

Sacramento County of 82%.
Ethnicity/Race

Education

70.0%
s0.0^i.

35.0%
30.0°/.
25.0'/.
20.0%.
15.0%.
10.0%

50.0%
40.0%
30.0/.

20.0%

20.0°/.
5.8%

5.0%
0.0%
^

0.0"!.
Caucasian

AhicanAmerican

Hispanic

Asian-.
Pacific
Islander

0or^

Other

5or ^ ^^ .^

0

^
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Ga^o^

^

^^

5dp
4`-

,j,E^

What was the average age of those surveyed?
The average age was 42 years. 3.4% were
youth (18 -22 years) and 22:1% seniors (50 - 81
years).
Age
45.0%
40.0°/.

1

27.e% 28.6%

35.0%.

How long have those surveyed lived in
Sacramento County?
The majority (79%) of those surveyed reported
living in Sacramento County for longer than one
year. 59% reported living in the county for
more than 6 years, and 25% for more than 25
years.

30.0%

Time

25.0%

I
I

20.0°/.

30.0%

15.0%.

25.0%

10.0%.

20.0"/.
15.0'/.

5.0%.

10.0%

0.0%
18-22

23-29

30-39

d0-49

5.0^i.

50-81

0.0%
aY`
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"at. percentage of those surveyed had served
in the military?

What is the percentage of disabilities (physical
and mental) for this population?

33% reported serving in the military. 85% of
persons who had served in the military had
received an honorable discharge and would be
eligible for Veteran services. 52% of those
responding had used Veteran services.

This population has a high degree of reported
disabilities with over half (52%) reporting either
a physical or mental disability. Males had a
higher percentage of physical disabilities, 56%
versus 42% for females. Females reported a
higher percentage of mental disabilities, 41%
versus males 28%. The highest reported group
were those persons living in SROs who reported
75% disabilities.

Have you ever served in the military?

Have you ever been diagnosed
with a disability?

I
I
I
I
I
.1

I
I
I
I

Yes
52.4%
Total=494

Total--489

Honorable Discharge
60.0%
50.07.
40.0%
30.0%.
20.0%
10.0%

0.0%

II

^^.b-.. , .

F

'

O

M F . M F M F M F
0

PY^

Qc^y.

I

80.0%

Used VA Services

T0.OYo
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.09'.
10.0%
0.09'.

Total--143

Sacramento County Department of Human Assistance
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T3'hat percentage of those surveyed had been a
victim of crime?

To what extent are alcohol and dtugs a
problem for those who were surveyed?

This population has a high incidence of
victimization. 53% reported having been a
victim of crime. Females reported significantly
higher incidence of being a victim of crime at
65% versus males at 49%.

Alcohol and drug use is a particular problem
with this population. 54% of those surveyed
reported that they considered their use of
alcohol or drugs to be a problem. 34% had been
in alcohol or drug detoxification centers, and
41% had been arrested for alcohol or drug
abuse.

Were you ever a victim of crime?
Have you ever considered your use of alcohol
or drugs to be a problem?

No
46.4"/0

Yes
53.6"/.

Total=477

Total=476

Were you everin detox?

Totat-473

Yes

No

Were you ever arrested for alcohol or drug abuse?

I
E

I
I
I
I

Total--475

Sacramento County Department of Human Assistance
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What percentage of those surveyed had been
abused, physically or sezually?

What is the reported criminal history of those
surveyed?

30% of those surveyed reported having been
abused. This was significantly higher for
females at 69% versus males at 14%.

49% reported having been convicted of a
criminal offense not including minor traffic
violations. 32% reported currently being on
parole or probation.

I
I

Were you ever physically or sexually abused?
Were you ever convicted of a criminal offense,
excluding minor traffic violations?

I
^
I
I
I
I

Yes
49.2%
Total=492

Total=+384

Are you currently on parole or probation?

Of females who responded; 37% reported
physical abuse, 20% repoited sexual abuse, and
43% reported both.

II
Total--384

I
I
I

Females
50.0%
45.0°/s
40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0116
,0.0%

5.0%
o.o^io
Physical abuse

Sexualabuse

Both
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What are the most needed services as reported
by those surveyed?

Selected Key Statistical Differences
Some of the most notable findings that were
determined to be statistically significant, using a
95% confidence interval, included incidents of
domestic violence and victimization of females,
racial under representation in certain housing
programs, and characteristics for the senior age
group of 60-81 years of age.

Consistently this population reported needing
the following services:
Housing
Dental
Transportation
Medical
Food Assistance
80.001.
70.0%

Women were more likely to be victims of
domestic violence, victims of crime, and victims
of physical and sexual abuse-

71.9%

60.0%.
30.0%

0

40.0•.
30.0%.
z0.
10.0Y.

Of the females surveyed, a significantly
greater proportion cited domestic violence
as a reason for being without housing.

Shelter/Homeless - 25%
SROs -18%

0.0%
^0a^°a`

a^Pc40
yy

•

°°

1<a
In addition, females reported a significantly
higher need for the following;

•

Transitional - 46%
65 % of women surveyed had been victims
of crime
69% of women surveyed had been
physically or sexually abused.

Food Stamps
Food Closets
Help with legal problems
Child Care
60.0°/.

55.8'/.

•

The percentage representation of African
Americans in the total sample was 34%.
• African Americans were under represented
in transitional housing programs which was
found to be nearly half that at 18%, as well
as that of the SROs which was 19%.
•
Additionally, African Americans were
over represented as homeless at 47% as
compared to 34% for the sampled population.

47.1%

S0.0Y.
40.0',6

Significant differences in representation with
respect to African Americans were revealed
across the more stabilized housing programs.

37.0%,

37.3% M 36.2%
26.6%

20.0%
10.0°/.

0.0^i.
Food Stamps FooMd Closets Legal Nelp

Child Care

Sacramento County Department of Human Assistance
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The elder population (persons 60-81 years of
age) showed significant differences when
compared to the overall population sample.

Elder persons surveyed reported the following
characteristics:
•
•
•

Higher percentage of Caucasians
- 73% versus 58%
Higher percentage of military service
- 61% versus 33%
Higher percentage of disabilities
- 81 % versus 52%

•

Lower educational levels

•

Higher number of hospitalizations

Issues Not Addressed by this Study
•
.

Authors Note
The author of this report hopes that the data
contained here will be of use to persons
responsible for managing and directing planning
and programming to help mitigate homelessness
in Sacramento County. Because the data are
extensive there are many ways to analyze and
interpret. If you would like to have further
information please contact:

I
I
I
I

Jan Gallaway
Department of Human Assistance
(916) 875-3632

or

Tracy Pope
International Quality Network
(916) 736-9560

How many homeless persons are there in
Sacramento County?
What programs work best?

I

In Conclusion
The findings of this survey are largely
consistent with other national and major
metropolitan studies of the homeless. The
homeless population is a complicated group,
frequently characterized by multiple disabilities,
histories of violence and abuse, and an unstable
lack of basic human necessities (housing,
clothing; food, and shelter). Understanding the
complexity and complications of homelessness
is essential in addressing the needs of this
population, and more importantly, in designing
effective community programs to mitigate and
reduce homelessness.

Sacramento County Department of Human Assistance
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SC&CBoH Membership Roster
(2000)
Homeless System Diagram
Initial Project Timeline
SC&CBoH Organization Chart
Focus Team Model Diagram

SACRAMENTO COUNTY AND CITIES BOARD ON HOMELESSNESS
BOARD ROSTER
(Revised December 14, 2000)
ROLE

NAME

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

PHONE
NUMBER

FAX
NUMBER

Board of Supervisors

Roger Dickinson

700 H Street, #2450
Sacramento 95814

874-5485

874-8124

Board Alternate

Karen Ziebron

Board of Supervisors
I 'District
Chief of Staff for
Roger Dickinson

915.1 Street, #205
Sacramento 95814
915 I Street, #205
Sacramento 95814

Elected Officials

i
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^

264-7680

City Council

Heather Fargo

Mayor

City Council Alternate

Steve Cohn

City Council
District 3

Kathy Kossick

SETA

1217 Del Paso Blvd
Sacramento 95815

263-3800

263-3825

Downtown Sacramento
Partnership
Midtown Business
Association
Capitol Station District

900 J Street
Sacramento 95818
5295 Baumgart Way
Carmichael, 95608
1515 North C Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

442-8575

442-2053

966-5500

966-5500

321-5599

321-5598

Neighborhood
Advisory Group
Boulevard Park
Neighborhood Leader
North Sacramento
Neighborhood Assn
Boulevard Park

8012111 Street
Sacramento 95814

443-5543

443-5553

1729 Diggs Park Dr.
Sacramento 95815
2322 I Street
Sacramento 95816

649-0895

264-7001

264-7680

264-7003

Business/Employment
Employment and
Economic Development,
Team Leader
(1) Chambers of
Commerce/
Economic Cabinet
(1) Downtown
Partnership
SC&CBoH Co-chair
(1) Capitol Station
District

POSITION NOT
YET FILLED
Ryan Loofbourrow
Dick Skelton
Connie Miottel

Neighborhood
Associations
Case Management and
Over Concentration,
Co-Team Leader
City

Dennis Holliday

City

Eva Harriman

County

VA CANT

County

VACANT

County

VACANT

Dale Kooyman

442-1295

649-0895#1

443-6967

Housing
Housing and
Neighborhood
Revitalization,
Team Leader
(1) Homeless Shelter
Provider
(1) Sacramento
Housing Alliance

Beverly FretzBrown

SHRA

630 I Street, #250
Sacramento 95814

440-1347

441-1197

Robert Tobin

Sacramento Cottage
Housing Inc
Sacramento Housing
Alliance

P 0 Box 2906
Sacramento 95812
PO Box 2161
Sacramento, CA 95812

446-2541

448-6427

446-0874
H:455-2373

446-0875

Tim Brown
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SACRAMENTO COUNTY AND CITIES BOARD ON HOMELESSNESS
BOARD ROSTER
(Revised December 14, 2000)
NAME

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

PHONE
NUMBER

FAX
NUMBER

John Healey

5 Foodlink Ave
Sacramento 95828
909 12`" Street
Sacramento 95814

387-9000
ext. 110
447-7063
ext. 335

387-7046

Peggy Roark

CA Emergency
Foodlink
Hunger Commission

447-7052

(1) DHHS

Fran Freitas

DHHS

875-5847

875-6970

Mental/Public/Physical
Health, Team Leader
Sobriety, Team Leader

Jane Ginsberg

TLCS

441-0123

441-6893

Heather Andrews

443-5147

443-5196

(1) Former Substance
Abuse Consumer

Neal McAuliffe

Corporation for
Supportive Housing
Sacramento Veterans
Resource Center

3701 Branch Center Rd.
Sacramento 95827
2555 3'd Street, #110
Sacramento 95818
630 I Street, PM
Sacramento 95814
7270 E. Southgate Dr.
Sacramento 95823

393-8387

393-8389

Public Safe tv

Co-Team Leaders:

(1) City

Al Najera

448-4620

Phil Murphy

900 811 Street
Sacramento 95814
P 0 Box 988
Sacramento 95812
3201 Florin-Perkins Rd.
Sacramento, CA 95826

264-7799

(2) County

Sacramento Police
Dept
Sacramento County
Sheriff's Dept
Sacramento County
Probation Dept

874-5017

874-5752

875-0318

875-0203

NEBO Baptist Church

3601 380' St.
Sacramento, CA 95817

453-0280

N/A

707439

ROLE
Food

(1) CA Emergency
F oo dlink
Emergency Food, Team
Leader

Mental/Public/Physical
Health

Mary Shook
Religious Commun ity
(1) Urban Clergy

Rev. John D.
Marshall

New Creation

7875 White Tail Way

H:505-7944

Edward Andrew
Ellis

Covenant Ministries

Sacramento, CA 95823

W:707-4233833

Don Harper

Vietnam Veterans of
California

7270 E. Southgate Dr.
Sacramento 95823

393-8387

393-8389

(1) DHA Client Advisory
Group

Be* Qualls

DHA Client Advisory
Group

751 Bowles St. Apt.# 3
Sacramento, CA 95815

h: 364-0411
w:443-4688

443-6361

(2) Homeless or
Formerly Homeless
Consumers

Angelo Gama

Formerly Homeless
(Aid-in-Kind/VOA)

470 Bannon Street
Sacramento 95814

443-4688

443-6361

(1) Suburban Clergy

9020

Community Based
Organization
(Veterans Focus)
Homeless Veterans,
Team Leader
Homeless Consumer

VACANT
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ROLE

NAME

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

PHONE
NUMBER

FAX
NUMBER

SC&CBoH Co-chair

Cheryl Davis

Director DHA

2433 Marconi Ave
Sacramento 95821

875-3611

875-3591

Case Management and
Over Concentration, CoTeam Leader

Jan Gallaway

Program Manager,
Community Services

2435 Marconi Ave
Sacramento 95821

875-3632

489-6988

Area Director

Max Fernandez

264-8937

Gary Little

12311 Street, Ste. 400
Sacramento 95814
3291 Truxel Rd.
Suite 27
Sacramento, CA 95833

264-7940

Designated Alternate

Central Area I Director
Southeast
North Area 4 Director

566-6525

566-6534

Department of Human
Assistance

City of Sacramento,
Neighborhood Services

Project Team
Tracy Pope

Linda Haxel
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Valerie Brown

Title
Project Consultant
Sacramento County Staff
Administrative Service
Officer II
City of Sacramento Staff
Project Administrative

Phone/Fax
916-736-9560 / 916-736-9760

916-874-4305 / 916-874-4343

916-874-4327 / 016-874-4343

Assistant
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Feedback Loops:
Gather and analyze data for continual improvement of the system

Newly created feedback loops:
SC&CBoH
â Focus Teams
â Project Team
â American River Outreach Effort
â Homeless Field Survey

Established feedback loops:
0

_ft_^

DHA Homeless Programs

/

â
â
â

1-.00

\

Point-In-Time Surveys
Intake Questionnaire
Other Reporting Data

^

\

\

Continuum of Services

SURVIVAL

INPUTS
Current and potential sources that
introduce individuals into the
homeless system.

^ SHELTER -►

TRANSITIONAL
HOUSING

RECOVERY
SERVICES

SELF-SUFFICIENCY
SERVICES

DATA AND
MEASUREMENT

OUTPUTS
Cornrnon paths out of the
homeless systen:.

DATA AND
MEASUREMENT

INPUT CAUSES:

OUTPUT SOURCES:

Employment Barriers
Family Failures/Foster Care
Fear/Distrust of Authority
Political/Public Policy
Disabilities Physical/Mental/
Learning
Addictions

Family Reconciliation
Follow -up
Employment
Coordinated Service
Permanent Housing
Delivery
Incarceration (parole
violations/criminal behavior)
Move (leave area)
Continued Sobriety/Stabilized
Physical or Mental Health

HOMELESS SYSTEM DIAGRAM

Lack of Appropriate Housing
Transition Failures

Ins & Outs
Death
Transitional Activities to Broader Community

00
W:\MyFiles\SC&CBoH Systems Diagram\System Diagram.revised.draftl.doc 10/12/99
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INITIAL TIMELINE
Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homeless (SC&CBoH)
Project Timeline (9/98 - 03/02)

09/98

11/96

03/99

06/99

09/99

12/99

ON

06/00

09/00

12/00

03/01

06/01

09/01

17/01

Phase I- DATA COLLECTION (6 Months)
►
•
•
•

Develop Data Collection Matrix ( Listing of service providers, services provided, population served,
level of staffing, source of finding)
Collect Data and Complete Matrix (Note: an initial listing of existing services will be provided
Develop Inventory of Various Commitees, Councils, Task Forces/Groups Dealing with Homelessness
and collaborate with these groups as appropriate
Possibly Develop Survey Instrument and Conduct Random Sampling

Phase II - DATA ANALYSIS ( 6 Months)
•
•
•
•

Identify Overlapping Services
Identify Trends
Identify Service Gaps
Identify Effectiveness of Services Provided

CONDUCT PUBLIC FORUM
COMPREHENSIVE ANNUAL STATUS REPORT PRESENTED TO BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS/CITY COUNCIL
PHASE III - DEVELOP SOLUTIONS (8 Months)
•

Develop Solutions for Sub-Group Focus Areas

•

Conduct "Pilot" Projects where Approp riatelAnalyze Results

^

PHASE IV - DEVELOP PLAN ( 9 months)
•

Develop Comprehensive 5 Year Regional Plan on Homelessness

•

Conduct Public Forums to Obtain Input

•

Present Plan to Board ofSup ervisors/City Council

PHASE V - IMPLEMENT REGIONAL PLAN 1 Year)
PHASE VI - EVALUATE/RE-TOOL ( 6 Months )

__ -1

-

MISCEL
•

Resea

LEGEND
0 Status Report Provided to the Board of Supervisors/City Council
AL Input Obtained From Community/Stakeholder
♦ Milestone

KEY DATES
3/99 - Phase I - Data Collection Completed
8/99 - Phase II - Data Analysis Completed
9/99 - Annual Comprehensive Status Report to BOS/CC
2/00 - Phase III- Develop Solutions Completed

10/00 - Phase IV - Develop 5 Year Regional Plan Completed/
Plan Presented to BOS/CC
11/00 to 11101 - Phase V - Initial Regional Plan Implemented
4/02 - Phase VI - Evaluation Period Completed

03/02
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Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness
-------------------------------------------.ELECTED OFFICIALS
Roger Dickinson
Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
1st District
Heather Fargo
Sacramento City Council
District I
Alternate: Steve Cohn, District 3

...................................
PROJECT TEAM
Tracy Pope, Consultant
Linda Haxel
Valerie Brown
Marcia Romanowski

Co-CHAIRPERSONS
Dick Skelton
Cheryl Davis

Public Education and
Awareness Team
Connie Mlotlel

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
Team Leader of the following teams

uase
Management
and Over
Concentration
Team
Jan Gallaway
Dale Koovman

Emergency
Food Team
Peggy Roark

Revised 10/10/00
w:Sccboh/myfiles/SC&CBoH Structure/org chart.vsd
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Public Safety
Team

Al Najera
Phil Murphy
Mary Shook

Housing and
Neighborhood
Impact
Team
Beverly FretzBrown

Employment
and Economic
Development

Team
Kathy Kossick

Mental/Public/
Physical

Homeless
Veterans

Health Team

Team

Jane Ginsberg

Don Harper

Sobriety Team
Heather
Andrews
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TEAM MODEL

10.0 If desired outcome
is achieved -- continue

/ 1.0 Define focus area
(
and obtain executive
committee sign-off on
charter

implementation/
continuous improvement
If not -- re-loop to 5.0

2.0 Collect and analyze
data to determine

current state of focus
area

9.0 Re-measure current
state and compare to
2.0/4.0

3.0 Benchmark key
results of 2.0 with
selected organizations/
jurisdictions

.
8.0 Develop action
steps and implemen
solutions (pilot)

7.0 Determine solutions.
to root-cause(s)

.

4.0 Determine desired
state of focus area
based on be
nchmar k

5.0 Determine qap
between current state
and desired state
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The following team reports have been submitted by the individual
focus teams for consideration by the SC&CBoH. The multiple
recommendations will be reviewed by the SC&CBoH as input into
the five year comprehensive plan.

I

THE RECOMMENDATIONS HAVE NOT BEEN ENDORSED BY THE
SC&CBoH AT THIS TIME.

I
I

Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness

CASE MANAGEMENT AND OVER CONCENTRATION TEAM
2000 ANNUAL REPORT
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Background/Issue Area
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The Case Management and Over Concentration Team is charged with the
responsibility of identifying, collecting, and analyzing data relative to the provision of
services to the homeless population in Sacramento County and cities. The system
currently used is a reactive system that encompasses reports and statistics that include
information from:
q
q
q

Point-in-time Surveys of Homeless programs providing beds
Winter Overflow statistics
Levee Outreach statistics

Crucial information lacking in the current system includes the identification of clients
served, services provided, how clients access those services and results of those
services to end their homelessness.
Summary of Findings
Overwhelmingly recognized as an imperative need is the development and utilization
of a pro-active, goal oriented, integrated system based on accurate data that will result
in a better prediction of needs relative to the homeless community. To this end, a
coordinated inter-program case management and tracking system, referred to as the
Mobility Identification System, has been developed that will serve to enhance
Continuum of Care services to the homeless population and provide information
relative to service availability, concentration of services, and service gaps.
The anticipated outcome of a Mobility Identification System is:
q Improved accuracy of the numbers of homeless in the community
q Improved accuracy of services provided to the homeless population
q Improved accuracy of service gaps
q Improved coordination of services
q A reduced cost of homelessness
q Reduced cost of programs
This improved accuracy of numbers and information of the homeless in the
community will, in turn, result in an improved effectiveness to adequately access,
define, and provide appropriate services to the homeless in Sacramento County. The

F/haxel/CaseManagement2000AnnualReport.doc
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Mobility Identification System will serve as a pro-active method to anticipate and plan
for needs of the homeless in future seasons and years. The system will provide
integration of information among providers in the Sacramento area allowing for the
sharing and analysis of mobility trends among the homeless. Being goal-oriented,
information from the Mobility Tracking System will be utilized to evaluate current
needs of the homeless. Reducing concentration of services and duplication of services
will improve the cost effectiveness of serving the homeless in Sacramento by all
program providers and the County.

I

1999-2000 Project Report

I
I
I
I

A. Mobility Identification Svstem

Development of a pilot Mobility Identification System has been successfully
accomplished. Initial testing of the system has begun. In addition, a data manager,
required for troubleshooting and training with program staff has been designated. This
person will also compile data for statistical reporting back to the programs. Technical
assistance has been obtained for establishment and maintenance of the database as
well as the provision of technical support.
A temporary unique identifier to be used in Mobility Identification System has been
agreed upon by providers. This number utilizes a combination of numbers from a
person's social security number and birth date. The unique identifier protects the
confidentiality of the homeless program consumer since names would not be released
on the Internet.

Lii
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Unfortunately, the unique identifier does not guarantee against multiple listings for
one person since various social security numbers and birth dates can be given in
different programs or at different times. Because of this flaw, the team is exploring
other avenues for a unique identifier including finger/hand imaging. Finger imaging is
consistent with TANF eligibility in California (CalWORKs) and is emerging
throughout the country. Once the system is up for CalWORKs using finger imaging,
incorporating it into other programs would be fairly straightforward. Although finger
imaging has merits in simplicity and unduplicated cases, program providers have
protested the use of the such identification citing that confidentiality of clients could
be compromised. Confidentiality protection measures must be built into the database
system whether it is unique identifier or finger image based.

I
I

B. American River Levee Outreach Program
For two (2) days in August and again two (2) days in September, 2000, the Case
Management Team and Public Safety Team joined together to continue the pilot
project started in 1999 whereby homeless campers along the American River levees
were contacted and offered immediate and long-term assistance in moving off the river
and into appropriate housing.

F/haxeUCaseManagement2000AnnualReport.doc
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The outreach teams consisted of social workers and staff from both the county and
service providers, public health, veterans programs, formerly homeless person, the
Sacramento Police Department, Sacramento County Sheriffs Department, and
Sacramento County Probation.
The following numbers are a result of this effort:
q

85 persons were contacted during the outreach. This number represents a total of
39 percent of the 220 persons located and contacted in four (4) days of levee
outreach in June and July of 1999. It appears that on-going outreach through
Project HOPE has been influential in the decreasing numbers of campers along the
American River.

Services offered and accepted were as follows:
Services Offered

GA Assistance
Job Referrals
Medical
Rehabilitation
Reunification
Shelter

Number
Offered
Services
1
1
2
1
6
66

Number of Services
Accepted
0
0
1
0
3
6

Sleeping Bag

1

At VOA Detox
1

SSI Card

1

0

VA Stand Down

1

VA Rehabilitation
51-50
Totals

5

I
Stand Down Sign Up
5
2

85

19

Team Recommendations
A. Recommendations for next year's work
l. Implement and test the developed Mobility Identification System by the
Department of Human Assistance and one (1) collaborative agency.
2. Explore the need for a new unique identifier, perhaps hand or finger imaging.

I
I

3. Develop confidentiality criteria for the database.
4. Conduct initial evaluation of the database incorporating preliminary changes.

F/haxeUCaseManagement2000AnnualReport.doc
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5. Determine equipment needs and costs for use of data system for all collaborative
agencies. Funding to be incurred by DHA.
6. Order, install and adapt equipment for all collaborative agencies.
7. Train program staff.
8. Continue with the American River outreach program.
B. Long-term Recommendations
1. Analyze results and complete over-concentration map study and evaluation.
2. Recommend needed additional and continued services based on database results.
3. Explore and actively solicit funding to obtain additional recommended services
and programs to improve and mitigate homelessness as revealed in the data
analysis of the database.
4. Reevaluate effectiveness of the Mobility Identification System and equipment.
5. Re-evaluate and update statistics and surveys on homelessness in Sacramento
County and cities to determine provided and outstanding needs.

I
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Team Members/Organizations
Neighborhood Associations
Dale Kooyman

i

DHA
Jan Gallaway
Linda Haxel
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Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness
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EMERGENCY FOOD TEAM
2000 ANNUAL REPORT
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Background
After completing its 1999 report, which focused mainly on a detailed examination of
private emergency food assistance programs (hot meal programs and food closets), the
group was relatively inactive for most of the past year. The original team leader; Donna
Zick, resigned as Program Manager of the Hunger Commission in February, and the new
Hunger Commission Program Manager, Peggy Roark, only became involved with the
team in mid May. The emphasis in the last few months has shifted from focusing on
private emergency food programs to ensuring adequate nutrition for individuals and
families after they have become connected with a program or shelter. The shift in focus is
partly due to the changing membership of the group, and partly to the recognition that the
immediate "post-homeless" phase is still a very vulnerable one. Food is only one aspect
of the support that is needed, but it is a crucial one both for the individuals concerned and
the organizations that are trying to help them.
Summary of Findings

N
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The various homeless programs and services in the community can be of significant
benefit to one another in terms of obtaining, transporting, and storing food and essential
household supplies. Even over a three month period within our small and somewhat
unstable group, organizations such as Salvation Army, WIND, Foodlink, Quinn Cottages,
and SHARE found possibilities for mutual support and assistance. We also determined
that many clients emerging from homelessness need dishes, silverware, can openers, pots
and pans etc. as much as food - but these items are much harder to obtain if a person
cannot afford to buy them. In contrast, a mobile adult without small children who "knows
the system" can usually find sufficient food under the current emergency food system,
through a combination of food closets, hot meal programs and perhaps food stamps. It is
more difficult, of course, for women with small children and the elderly.
1999-2000 Project Report
The 1999 report included several recommendations for future work. One was to utilize
new data from the DHA survey to assess the adequacy of current food services for
homeless people, from the perspective of recipients.
Another was to work with
emergency food providers to develop a plan for standardizing local data collection in
order to make a more accurate assessment of local food-related needs. Neither of these
avenues has proved in practice to be very useful. With regard to emergency food
providers, the two major food banks have quite different reporting requirements for their
participating food closets. Only one of these systems includes unduplicated numbers of

I
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people receiving food in a given month; the other focuses on bags of food distributed. In
general the vast majority of food closets are run by volunteers, affiliated with churches,
provide whatever food they can obtain, and report to no one except their own
congregation.

I

A third recommendation of the 1999 report, to expand efforts to increase the number of
homeless individuals receiving food stamps, will be carried over in 2000-01. It is
encouraging to note that the DHA survey found that 70% of the individuals surveyed who
were in transitional housing had food stamps. Given that SSI recipients are not eligible
for separate food stamps, this indicates that most eligible people have been reached at that
point. For people who are on the street or in homeless shelters, however, the percentage
of food stamp participants was much lower (32% and 47%, respectively).

1
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The number of cases coded "homeless" with food stamps but not on General Assistance
has declined over the last two years, from 342 in July 1998 to 280 in July 2000. However
the number of homeless with both food stamps and GA benefits has risen slightly in that
same period, from 505 in July 1998 to 562 in July 2000. The overall number of food
stamp homeless cases, therefore, has remained roughly the same, 842 in July 2000. Note
these are households, not individuals, although most homeless cases are comprised of a
single person.

r
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Team Recommendations
A. 2000-01
1. Food stamp outreach - A small subgroup will work to develop more
effective outreach strategies to reach all eligible homeless people and
facilitate their participation in the food stamp program. One strategy is to
distribute updated information packets through food closets and hot meal
programs that serve homeless clients. These would include not only
information about eligibility for food stamps and other programs, but also
up-to-date information about available resources for food, shelter,
transportation, etc. There may also be handouts with tips on stretching
food stamps dollars for people without cooking facilities.

I
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The hot meal listings from the 1999 Emergency Food team report have
been updated and will be made widely available, through postings at
Loaves and Fishes and other key locations, the homeless newspaper
"Homeward", CBOs who work with homeless populations, InfoLine etc.
On at least a quarterly basis, the team will verify the accuracy of the
listings and update them. InfoLine has also verified and updated the
information on the Downtown Sacramento Partnership's "Social Service
Referral Card" and these corrections will be incorporated in the Referral
Card's next printing.
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2. "Pots and pans" donation campaign - As noted above, people who are
emerging from homelessness often have little or none of the cooking
equipment and dishes that clutter middle class households. Transitional
housing facilities, such as Quinn Cottages, may provide basic cooking
facilities (a stove and refrigerator), but one very concrete activity will be to
solicit these items to supplement food drives. Timing remains to be
determined. It may be better to do it, at least on a large scale, after the
Christmas season in order to solicit usable dishes and kitchenware that
have been replaced by new gifts.
Other Homelessness Board members and the community could certainly
assist greatly with publicity, and as with any donation effort, its success
will depend on community response.
3. "Community" gardens and transitional housing/homeless programs This is the most ambitious project, and would only be a pilot during 200001. In the first year the objective would be to examine the feasibility of
incorporating a "community" garden into the program of one or more
transitional housing facilities in order to:
q
q

provide a source of nutritious fresh produce
engage some residents in an activity which would teach useful
skills, enhance self esteem, and potentially tie in with other
elements of a self-sufficiency program.

The first step would be to study existing gardens (SAEHC and Mather) to
assess the usefulness of this approach and the key issues which need to be
addressed. We could then approach transitional housing or long-term
homeless programs to ascertain their interest, and by early spring 2001
develop a new garden with the help of resources such as UC Master
Gardeners, UC Student Farm interns, local community garden expertise,
and possibly a VISTA or part-time coordinator.
4. "Cooperative Buying Club" - A possible fourth project, to begin in 2001
at.the earliest, is to organize food buying on a large scale to maximize
resources available to local organizations (essentially develop a
"cooperative buying club"). Participants could include emergency shelters,
transitional housing facilities, residential programs, and other programs
that serve and feed homeless people. Although large organizations such as
Foodlink and Salvation Army would have to take the lead (in fact Foodlink
already has such a program for its participating food closets), it is the
smaller programs and facilities that would probably benefit the most.
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B. Long-term work (2-5 years)
1) A key recommendation in the original Emergency Food team report,
which still holds, is the need for more transitional and affordable
permanent housing, including the necessary support services to keep
people from slipping back into homelessness. This is primarily an
issue for the Board on Homelessness and the community as a whole.

r

2) Food stamp outreach will undoubtedly need to continue, especially if
there are significant changes in eligibility requirements or in other
elements of the food stamp program after Reauthorization in 2002.
The switch to Electronic Benefits Transfer cards in 2002 will also
entail a huge outreach/education effort.

I
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3) If the community garden pilot is successful, it will be expanded to
additional facilities or programs in 2001-02. If transportation can be
arranged, residents from well-established gardens (such as Mather
Community Campus) may be able to mentor newer gardeners. The
gardens should not depend on an outside facilitator on a long-term
basis, but must be incorporated into the ongoing program of the
facility (a major staff commitment).

I
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4) The joint food buying program among local organizations should be
well established by 2001-02, and continue to exist and expand as long
as it serves a need.
Team Members/Organizations
Since the group has been reconvened for a relatively short time, it is a little hard to say
who the consistently active members will be. As of September 2000:
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
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Melinda Annis, California Emergency Foodlink
Rondii Colson, Mather Community Campus
Cindy Dunning, California Emergency Foodlink
Rebecca Fuller, DHA
John Lucadano, Salvation Army
Lynette Lyons, WIND
Doug Maxwell, Quinn Cottages
Peggy Roark, Sacramento City/County Hunger Commission
Jan Romero, Loaves and Fishes
Richard Schroeder, Mather Community Campus
Les Stevens, SHARE site coordinator
Mark Tavares, Transitional Living and Community Support (TLCS)
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FIVE YEAR PLAN

Project description #1:
Updated information packets (including handouts on getting the most you can out of
Food Stamps without cooking facilities - both quantity and quality of food). These could
be distributed through hot meal programs and food closets that serve large numbers of
homeless clients.
Information about other available resources for food, shelter,
transportation, and other services would be included in the packets. A poster with a
schedule of hot meal programs would be widely distributed and updated quarterly.
Milestones:
q Information packet developed and tested - 2001
q Revised packets (to be updated at least annually) available through all hot meal
programs and all food closets that serve the homeless - 2002
q Material incorporating changes due to introduction of Electronic Benefits
Transfer cards for Food Stamps and Reauthorization changes incorporated - early
2003
Desired Outcomes:
q All people eligible for Food Stamps (including the homeless or at-risk of
homeless population) will be aware of their eligibility and know how to apply
q Increasingly user-friendly Food Stamp application form and procedures
q Packet will be useful to homeless or formerly-homeless clients and will be
updated/revised periodically based on their input as well as on changing services
q Homeless people will be able to use Food Stamps more effectively
Measures/indicators of success:
q Number of homeless Food Stamp households will increase by 2003, either in
absolute numbers or as percentage of total number of homeless eligible for Food
Stamps (i.e. not on SSI). Baseline: 842 in July 2000.

Project Description #2:
Implement periodic or ongoing "Self sufficiency in the kitchen/pots and pans" drives to
ensure that people emerging from homelessness (both in transitional living programs and
in permanent housing) will have access to basic kitchenware, utensils, and dishes.
Milestones:
q Storage space has been made available, and decisions made about the frequency,
scale, and organization of these drives - 2001
q All transitional housing facilities where residents need such items have access to
an adequate supply - 2001

I
1
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o 75% of clients leaving transitional housing for permanent housing will have the
necessary kitchenware to prepare their own meals - 2002
Desired outcomes:
An ongoing system of these donations will be established that can fully meet client needs
as they arise. This implies the community's ability to store items until they are needed
and move them around within the network of providers.

I
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Measures/indicators of success:
q People moving into transitional housing with cooking facilities will have
immediate access to basic kitchenware, silverware, and dishes
People
moving from transitional housing to permanent housing will either be able
q
to take these items with them (if they already had a kitchen) or will be given the
basic equipment they need to prepare their own meals
q Finally, people who are still homeless (without access to cooking facilities) all
will be offered can openers and basic eating utensils/plates/cups

I
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Project Description #3:
Community gardens would be encouraged in or near transitional. housing facilities or
other residential programs with sufficient space and staff and/or resident interest. Both
technical and (if necessary) financial assistance would be made available. These gardens
would not only be a source of fresh and nutritious food, but would also.have the potential
to enhance residents' skills, self esteem, and pride in their community.

I

Milestones:
o Study existing gardens (Mather Community Campus and SAEHC) in Sacramento
and other relevant experiences for "lessons learned" - 2000-01
q Solicit one additional transitional living facility or other homeless program with
which to develop a new garden - 2001
q If successful, add one garden each year thereafter through 2005
q Look at the possibility of developing container gardens where space is very
limited and in order to benefit people moving out into apartments - 2003

I
I

Measures/indicators of success:
q Up to five new gardens have been created by 2005
q Gardeners from established programs (such as Mather) are willing and able to
mentor new gardeners
q 25% of people involved in gardening while in programs have expressed interest in
continuing some kind of involvement - in neighborhood community gardens,
back yard gardens, or container gardening
********
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Project Description #4:
Cooperative food buying scheme for organizations/programs
Although large amounts of donated food are available in Sacramento, many if not
most organizations serving the homeless also need to buy food, either at certain times
or to obtain specific products. A certain amount of cooperative large-scale buying
already takes place, for example California Emergency Foodlink and the food closets
affiliated with it. If this or a similar joint food-buying scheme could be open to other
organizations, including emergency and transitional housing facilities as well as other
programs serving the homeless, the benefits both to clients and to the organizations
themselves could be substantial.
Milestones:
q Initial meetings held and organizational structure, procedures, and transport
issues worked out - 2001
q Scheme begins with limited number of participating organizations - 2002
q If successful, other interested organizations are invited to participate - 200305
Desired outcomes:
q Homeless or formerly individuals who are involved with food closets or
homeless programs are more likely to receive balanced nutritious meals and/or
food bags
q Programs participating in the cooperative buying program are able to make
their food dollars go further (with less scrambling) and perhaps have more
money to spend on other aspects of their programs
Measures/indicators of success:
q Number of participating organizations
q Amount of food distributed through cooperative buying program
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Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homeless

EMPLOYMENT AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TEAM
2000 ANNUAL REPORT
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Background / Issue Area- The team decided to take a preventative approach, recognizing that foster
youth make up a significant portion of the newly homeless, and a large percentage of long term
homeless have a history of foster care. (see system inputs in Tracy Pope's diagram). In addition, 30%
to 50 % of foster youth become homeless upon emancipation from foster care, mostly due-to a lack of
preparation for adulthood and "aftercare" planning. Our research has shown that employment
programs that include supportive services have the most successful outcomes for their clients.
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The Employment and Economic Development Team crafted the following mission statement:

LI

1) Assess and evaluate creative / innovative opportunities for homeless adults and youth to receive
'pre-employment, work site, and vocational training, and
2) Design and develop an.employment system to include appropriate support services to ensure job,
retention.
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Our team identified that a"gap in services" exists in Sacramento County for foster youth and that
they need a bridge program between the highly structured foster care system and completely
unstructured adult life.
II.

Summary of Findings- The County of Sacramento Department of Human Assistance (DHA) and the
Sacramento Employment and Training Agency (SETA) launched a pilot project for moving youth in
foster care to employment by connecting with the One Stop Career Centers. This pilot includes
developing the support services necessary to ensure successful employment. Through the public
forum process, recommendations for change emerged and a collaboration of people and agencies
concerned with foster care formed a collaborative among government agencies, community-based
organizations, education systems, and private partners. This collaborative is known as the Sacramento
Transition Coalition.
In order to get information to those responsible for transition planning with older foster youth, two
summits were held in Februaryand April of 2000 and attended by 150 social workers, probation
officers, teachers, foster parents, foster youth and others interested in new.foster care services. The
first summit focused on Housing Options for Foster Youth. In researching the HUD definition of
homelessness, the team discovered that foster care is considered an institutional placement, therefore,
foster youth are considered homeless one week prior to "aging out" of the system. Foster youth now
can be referred to any HUD funded program prior to the 18`h birthday or graduation from high school,
complete the intake process, and with program acceptance, move directly from foster care to a
homeless assistance program without actually spending time on the street.

The second fonim focused on Employment and Support Services for Foster Youth. Prior to this year,
One Stop Career Centers have been adult-driven; however, Youth Specialists have been hired in nine
of the 14 centers and are now completing training so that they may better serve youth. In addition,
600 CalWORKS youth and foster youth participated in the Summer Jobs 2000 Program funded by.
A:'.Arutual Report Outline- lst Draft.doc
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DHA and coordinated by SETA. Another major accomplishment was Sacramento being identified by
Casey Family Programs as a Foster Youth Transition Services Pilot City, one of four in the nation!
III.

1999-2000 Project Report0 Project #1: The Sacramento County Foster Youth Pilot Project is now known as the Great Start
Young Adult Program which provides comprehensive transition services through the Sacramento
Transition Coalition.

I

Sacramento Transition Coalition Membership and Structure:

I
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Grern - Community Organizations
Blue - County Agencies 14ed - Education

riuk • Pricatc Partners

I
I
I
I

Purple - State Agency

Great start/Casey Foster Youth -Acronyms
_._...^..._......_._...... _. _.
CBO - Community Based Organizations
CSPC - Community Services Planning Council
CYC - California Youth Connection - Sac.
Chapter

FB0 - Faith Based Organizations
SCA - Sacramento Child Advocates
W I N D - W orks in N ew Directions. Inc.
CASA -Court Appointed Special Advocates

Conntv A Lencies
ADD (DH HS) -Alcohol Other Drug
CHOP (DHHS) -Child Health & Disability
Prevention Program
CPS (DHHS) - Child Protection Services
DHA -Dept. of Human Assistance
tLP (DHHS) - Independent Living Program
M H (DHHS) -M ental Health
• Dept. Juvenile Probation
Probation
SCOE (ROP) -Sac-C0 Office ofEduc3tion
Sac Employment & Training
SETA
Agency
SHRA%HUD - Sac Housing & Redevelopment
JJC

Education
CSUS - California State University. Sac
Foster Youth Services - School Dist
FYS
Los Rios

ARC - American River College
SCC • Sacramento City College
CRC • Cosumnes River College
Private Partners

CCF . - Community College Foundation
- Casey Family Program
CFP
Emp
FP

•
-

Private Employers
Foster Parents

^r. ^u....
CHHSA •- •California Health and Human
Services Agency

I
I

Agency , Housing Urban Dec.
-Juvenile Justice commission
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Following a major recommendation from the Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness, the
Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency (SHRA) reserved 5500,000 in County HOME funds for a
transitional housing site for foster youth. Mercy Housing Corporation is currently searching for an
appropriate site based on siting criteria developed by the Sacramento Transition Coalition. This site will
serve as the "in-take" housing where youth will stay 30 to 90 days while an in-depth service plan will be
de-veloped. When staff determine that the youth is ready for a scattered-site apartment, they will be placed in
the apartment and provided case management services. All former foster youth in the apartment pro;ram will
be required to participate in the Great Start Young Adult Program that will connect youth to emplownent,
education and support services.
If the problems arise in the apartment, then youth can be returned to the in-take housing for a period to recontract for the privilege of apartment living. The Great Start Advisory Team submitted proposals for HUD
Continuum of Care funding to pay for the leasing of the scattered-site apartments. Foster Youth will be
subsidized in the beginning, taking over progressively larger percentages of the rent until they are able to pay
100% (within 12 to 24 months). The lease will then transfer to the youth and the apartment will become their
permanent housing. The program will develop working relationships with additional landlords as needed.
The chart below indicates the number of teen-aged foster youth that will be exiting foster care into the
Sacramento community in the next five to seven years.

Sacramento County Foster Care Placements
- court certified
- county foster home
- foster family agency

- group home
- guardian home
- relative home

325
300
275
250
225
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175
150
125
100

75
50
25
0
12

13

14

F
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15

16

17

18

19

Age

Ages 17 - 19 = 275
(emancipating within 1 year)

TOTAL PLACEMENTS = 1503
Source: Roger Hoffman 10 ,' 15!99 - Sacramento County Foster Care Planning Unit
Community Services Planning Council and Department of Human Assistance 10/19/99
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IV.

Team RecommendationsA. Recommendations for next year's work, including for each:
Team Role- The team determined that a system for addressing the needs of foster youth is
making exciting progress and would like to focus on an additional project. Among the
possibilities discussed are:
• Services for all homeless and/or at-risk youth
• Services for seniors
• Combining youth and seniors in an employment program
Homeless Board Role- Transportation barriers threads through every discussion on moving
the homeless to employment and housing, therefore, this team recommends that a
Transportation Team be formed to address those barriers. The Homeless Board could
facilitate communicate between the teams, possibly having some teams meet together, such as
the Housing and Employment & Economic Development. It is difficult to develop
employment plans until safe and stable housing is arranged, but once that has been done
participants should be referred to employment services immediately, so it makes sense that
these two teams might merge at some point.
Communitv Role- The Homeless Board could continue to work with the Sacramento
Community to inform and educate and develop a social service siting policy.
The following recommendations came from one of the team members and provides much
food for thought (e-mail message to Kathy Kossick):
It is still not completely clear to me what the Board's policy direction is, although the issues,
may not be any different from what has been heretofore identified by other groups. It is
difficult to isolate one root cause of homelessness, whether we look at metal illness, substance
abuse, joblessness, or affordable housing. They all seem to blur together, suggesting a
coordinated and holistic approach. We can vacillate from "working at the margins" in filling
gaps and improving access, or "developing a new paradigm" in rethinking and reengineering
the existina service infrastructure. My contention is that creating new working dynamics
within that infrastructure and between providers may provide some important insights.
"Working at the margins" assumes that the infrastructure is generally adequate but that there
are still many gaps in service provision, and that the outcomes are reasonable within the realm
of expectations. Expanded outreach and advocacy efforts will be required to improve access
to needed services. The direction here is for multidisciplinary teams to be formed to develop
programmatic solutions to the helping network.
"Developing a new paradigm" assumes that the infrastructure is ineffective and that the
structure itself is part of the problem. While no homeless intervention and reintegration
network can ever be truly adequate, this theme raises the notion that the processes in.place
cannot address the multi-symptomatic and complex issues raised by its clientele. The system
cannot be expected to reintegrate the homeless into more productive lives by emulating
strategies used to assist more functioning clients who possess more resources.
The new paradigm approach requires focusing on systemic barriers, facing off with numerous
outcomes that will not be attractive to taxpayers or critics, and challenging policy makers that
any innovative new approaches will not be without tremendous costs or predictable results.
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The direction here is to provide a report that provides policy alternatives using the two
approaches above as the extreme poles for debate. Existing teams can assist in the formulation
of that report under Tracy's leadership.

I

We have to try to get down to whether higher outcomes can result from policy restructuring or
programmatic tinkering. Intuitively, I would.like to see the former, but recognize much of its
futility. Politically, the latter is more saleable or controversial. Perhaps, a middle ground
between the two may move us beyond the margins while maintaining the possibilities of
ongoing policy evolution.

r1

I

B.
Recommendations for long-term work (next 2-5 years) in the team's focus area,
including for each:

D

I

Team Role- Our team will evaluate services available to seniors in Sacramento County,
analyze the data and make strong recommendations to the Board. We. plan to take a proactive
role as we did with the foster youth pilot.

ft

Homeless Board Role- The team is developing recommendations based on Tracy Pope's
youth survey and WIA youth recommendation report.

I

Communitv Role- Developing recommendations.
V.

I

Team Members/Organizations Kathy Kossick, SETA (Team Leader)
Kim King - SHRA
Betty Conley - DHA
Anita Barnes - La Familia
Tracy Pope - DHA
Peter Bird - Veterans

Debra Payne - SETA & DHA
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FIVE YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN
Sacramento City and County Board on Homelessness
Economic and Employment Development
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Background
The team was formed to examine the current issues facing the reintegration of the homeless into
the workplace and to create meaningful inroads in facilitating employment development and
training opportunities for those willing and able to do so.

1

Team members are as follows:
Kathy Kossick
Anita Barnes
Betty Conley
Chi Cheng
Debra Payne
Kim King
Tracy Pope

SETA
La Familia Counseling Center
DHA
SETA
SETA
SHRA
Sacramento City & County Board on Homelessness
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Our team made the following general conclusions:
•

•
•
•

The homeless face a multiplicity of barriers to securing, including alcohol-substance abuse,
the absence of transportation, medical problems, and the lack of affordable and safe housing.
The homeless must address, resolve, and otherwise have the resources necessary to address
such problems as a pre-requisite to employment.
Intensive and ongoing case management will be absolutely required for job retention and to
address the coping and personal management skills necessary for self-sufficiencyIt remains difficult for the homeless to know how to access and leverage the various
resources offered by the existing homeless continuum of care.
Certain homeless population groups seem to be underserved. Foster children aging out of the
support system and the frail elderly are prominent groups.

1

As a result of our conclusions, we formulated the vision and missions statements below.

I

Our Vision for Homeless Employment
The city and county of Sacramento has a coordinated, community-based economic selfsufficiency support system that can reintegrate those who are homeless and outreach to those
at risk of being homeless.
Our Mission of Five-Year Strategic Plan
To establish a comprehensive and integrated employment development and training
system, under the leadership of a network of public/private/non profit organizations,
committed to reduce and eliminate systemic barriers to the optimal use of resources devoted to

the mitigation of homelessness.
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Key Elements of this Plan
Our team arrived at two key elements of the Strategic Plan to increase employment
opportunities. One focuses on enhancing access to and concentrating needed services in a
holistic fashion. The other focuses on removing support system impediments to better leverage
resources by creating multi-disciplinary networks of providers within the continuum of care
itself.
1. Promoting a Systems Management Approach with the Continuum of Care using one-stop
access to services and through public education.
There is a sense that many viable services are readily available but it has been difficult for
those who want them to locate and leverage those resources. A homeless client may need to
access three or more such services and probably does not know how. Limited by the lack of
transportation, a stable residence, and financial resources, such a client becomes an
ineffective advocate for him/herself.
Persons at risk of becoming homeless typically do not know what or where intervention
resources are available to them. Unproductive and desperate choices typically lead to a loss
of a job, an eviction from housing, or a family disintegration.
Regardless of the scenario, such situations create their serious barriers to employment.
Recommendations:
Develop and implement a public information program on how to access services and
deliver it through public schools and community-based centers.
Coordinate and/or provide as many services as feasible at one-stop locations that are
conveniently located or where transportation is provided at no cost to clients.
2. Developing multi-disciplinary systems within the continuum of care.
The homeless client is typically faced with multiple problems requiring the intervention and
assistance of a variety of professionals. The Human Assistance Field Survey identified the
following characteristics that would affect successful job training, employment, and
retention.
•
•
•
•
•
•

52.4% reporting a disability
53.6 reporting use of alcohol or drugs as a problem
54.3% needing dental care
51.3% needing transportation
46.5% needing medical attention
42.3% needing food assistance

One or more of these problems will render a homeless individual unemployable, and they
need to be mitigated or removed prior to beginning on the path to employment.
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While the continuum of care provides a range of services , come providers report that they
know little about how other needed services are delivered or how to access them..
Interestingly, some providers have noted that the lack of connectivity between organizations
and competition for limited operational funding has created awkward relationships that are
not in the best interests of the clients.

I

Recommendation:

I
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Appoint or reconfirm the organization that will provide the leadership to implement the
various 5 -year strategic plans.
Create multi-disciplinary organization teams, form cooperative partnerships, begin crosstraining, and execute new working agreements to begin leveraging resource allocations.
Explore blended funding opportunities to fund needed services including private sector
funds. Explore with the City and County reorganizing staff assignments to outstation staff
at One Stop Career Centers.
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PHONE NO.

619 265 8430

F?MPLOYNIEN"1' AND ECONOMIC DEVELC)I'NI1^NT TEAN11
FIVE YEAR PLAN

Milestones:

2001

2002

2003

and outreach efforts.

X.

X

X

Evaluate, improve and expand Casey
"Great Start" and examine other models
to determine feasibility for replication
to other populations.

X

X

X

opportunities, including private sector funding.

X

X

Explore reassignment of city/county Staff to One
Stop Career Centers.

X

X

E

Work with other SC & CBOH teams to develop
a public information program on how

I

to access services; implement the public
information program through the school
system, community -based. center,

I
I
I
i
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I
I

Oct. 20 20e0 11: ©2AM P2

2004

2005

Create multi-disciplinary teams and form
collaborative partnerships, begin cross-training
to leverage resources; explore blended funding

X

Desired Outcomes:

-Individuals about to become homeless will be able to find and access necessary support
services to maintain housing.
-Individuals able to he employed will be employed.
-On-going case management will be available to maintain job retention.
Measures/Indicators of Success:
-The rate of emancipated youth employed will increase.
-The un.employ-nent rate of homeless individuals -,vill decrease-The number of homeless individuals in Sacramento will decrease.
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HOMELESS VETERANS TEAM
2000 ANNUAL REPORT

Background/Issue Area
The Homeless Veterans Team is still focusing on gaps in services for homeless veterans
throughout the City and County of Sacramento. We have realized that close to one third of the
homeless population is made up- of men and women veterans. There are suggestions in the first
year's report to develop specific programs to close the gaps in services for these veterans.
The first year's work laid the foundation for data collection, needs assessments and identification
of gaps in services for the homeless veteran through various piloted and survey projects during
the past year, supported by this Board.
Our team came to the realization that the answer to homeless veterans needs is only made
possible by all the various teams working together and focusing on a major gap for all homeless,
which is permanent housing in this area.
Homeless veterans certainly have unique needs based on their military experience, and bonding
with other veterans in veteran specific transitional and recovery programs is desirable:
However, they also have the same basic needs as anyone else who is homeless. They need
recovery/mental health services, employment and training services and transitional and/or
permanent housing. We feel strongly that all three program services need to be connected to
serve the homeless population at large.
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Summary First Year's Findings:
1) Veteran specific transitional housing appears to be very successful in working with
veterans with special needs. Without special funding support from HUD and SHRA and
others in the community,.our center would not be possible. ( Example) The Sacramento
Veterans Resource Center has graduated many veterans since October 1998 and
employment and training programs have a high degree of success.
2) The homeless veteran population is aging, and job retraining and medical issues have
become critical in serving this group.
(Example) The average age range of the
veteran staying at the Sacramento Veterans Resource Center is 45-47 years old, and
new skill training is needed for many in this age range. Dental and medical needs
are significant at this stage of their lives.
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3) Formerly homeless veterans graduating from transitional programs make wonderful and
committed case managers to work with the current homeless population. They make
great role models for other residents to emulate. ( Example) Several graduates of the
Sacramento Veterans Resource Center program were hired as case managers and
outreach workers for other agencies affiliated with Project Hope and the AB 2034
programs. They now hold permanent jobs assisting other homeless people in;need.

1

4) Supportive and or permanent housing is becoming the next big challenge as veterans
move out of transitional housing.
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5) There is a need for a veteran specific drug and alcohol treatment programs for homeless
veterans needing these services in Sacramento. ( Example) We have made plans to
work with the Veterans Administration, City & County and HUD on this ', issue in
the future.
6) There is no specific women's veterans program in place yet to serve the female homeless
veterans. (Example) There were 12 homeless female veterans who attended Stand
Down on September 23, 24, 25, 2000. There is a need for a transitional housing
program for this underserved group of veterans.

1999-2000 Progress Report

I
I

1. Funding established to add 8 drug and alcohol beds at the Sacramento Veterans
Resource Center.
2. Funding established to add 4 more transitional housing beds at the Sacramento Veterans
Resource Center.
3. Creation. of the Women's Veteran Resource Task Force made up of 12 women leaders
Their focus is developing a female veterans
in the community, mostly veterans.
transitional housing program near the Sacramento Veterans Resource center. This would
be a first time project of this type in Northern California. The number of beds would be
eight but the bonding these women have in common as veterans makes this project
critical to meet this underserved veteran population.
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4. Previously homeless Veteran residents at the Veteran Center were involved and
hired on the Project HOPE Team providing outreach services to the homeless mentally
ill. (25 percent of the contacts made by the team were veterans.)
5. The first rural Grass Valley Veteran Stand Down took place last year outreaching to
more than 150 homeless veterans.
6. The second rural Grass Valley Veteran Stand Down took place this year on October
6,7&8, 2000 in Grass Valley.
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7. The Sacramento Veteran Stand Down 2000 program reached out to 403 homeless
veterans served during this event on September 22, 23 & 24, 2000. Many veterans
were referred to local and community service providers for additional recovery and
transitional services.
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8. The Sacramento Veteran Stand Down program has become a major homeless
veterans outreach effort, encouraging veterans to access the transitional services available
in this community. The Department of Human Assistance, the Court System, Veteran
Administration, State Agencies, and many Community Based Organizations have made
this volunteer driven project successful every year outreaching to homeless veterans. This
project has served an average of 350 veterans each year since starting in 1992.
9. Expansion of our Homeless Veteran's Reintegration Program by adding 6 to 12
beds called the Landing Zone, for use of no more than 90 days. This is mainly a
holding phase until a transitional bed becomes available.
Next Year's Goals

I

1. Advocating a more active role for the Veterans Administration in assisting with
resources and services to address the homeless veteran issue in Sacramento.
2. Creation of a medical van team that outreaches to homeless veterans in need of medical
and dental services. ($100,000 estimated cost)
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3. Creation of a monthly court activity program on site at the Sacramento Veterans
Resource Center to address legal issues for homeless veterans. (volunteer driven)
4. Continued advocacy for more transitional housing programs for veterans in this
community. There is an average waiting list Of 10-15 veterans waiting to get in to the
Sacramento Veterans Resource Center.
5. Construction of eight to twelve recovery beds for veterans in the community. ($650,000
estimated cost)
6. Creation of an eight bed Women Veterans transitional housing program. ($700,000
estimated cost)
7. Developing a homeless veterans resource pamphlet to be passed out to any veteran in
need of homeless services. This resource pamphlet would be given to all service
providers within the community.
8. Seek funding for a Veteran Advocate at the County jail. ($40,000 estimated cost)
9. Work more closely with the housing team and mental health team in pursuing permanent
housing for veterans who graduate from transitional housing.
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10. Creation of a residential housing voucher program for veterans in a central location for
long-term stabilization.
11. Continued Veteran advocacy: An acknowledgment that homeless veterans are worthy
of special services and that whatever it takes to assist these veterans in need, is a small
price to pay for their courage and commitment in serving our country.

Five year Goals
1. Focus on Prevention of homelessness in general.
2. Close the gap of needing more veteran specific transitional housing and recovery beds in
this community by having 100 beds maximum on line to meet the needs' of this
population.
3. Creation of a 40 to 50 unit permanent housing program for veterans and their.; families
who have graduated from transitional programs. This would be a $6 million VA and
HUD partnership.
4. To phase out the need for a veteran Stand Down program in Sacramento because
veterans are accessing all the available services in this community.
5. To empower people who become homeless, to access the homeless support system as
soon as possible, for a quicker transition back into working community.

I

Homeless Veterans Team members:
Don Harper, Vietnam Veterans of California (Team Leader)
Tom Bourne, Families United
Terry Malone, DHA
Robin Rogers, DHA Facilitator
Patria Lawson, DHA Facilitator
Neal McAuliffe, Former Consumer, Sacto Vet Resource Center
Greg Bunker, Francis house
Gloria Salter, Vet Admin, Mather Hospital
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HOUSING TEAM
2000 ANNUAL REPORT
Background
Data collection and its analysis guided the Housing Team's activities during the first
year. The team interviewed homeless service providers to help identify specific gaps
in housing types and services that affected local government's ability to reduce
homelessness, and to consider successful methods to integrate transitional and
permanent housing into neighborhoods. As a result of this data collection, the team
developed and obtained funding for a pilot program to 1) develop permanent housing
with support services for graduates of transitional housing programs, and 2) to provide
permanent housing for persons with AIDS with access to support programs.
A delivery problem also crystallized from analyzing the data. There is a gap between
social service providers with operational funding, on the one hand, and a real estate
development management and financing vehicle, on the other. With a tightening
housing market, social service providers with funding had trouble locating and
financing housing for their transitional housing programs.
The team also identified continuing concern for the inadequacy of services for many
occupants of residential hotels, and for the need to develop alternative housing
affordable to very low-income people (the typical hotel resident).
Summary of findings
1. Initiate a Demonstration Section 8 housing choice voucher program: "Homeless to
Housing Partnership".
2. Develop a model program for siting and financing a variety of transitional housing
programs, with an emphasis on homeless youth and foster care youth graduating out of
the system.
3. Establish a more comprehensive supportive service program for the occupants of
residential hotels, in cooperation with the Corporation for Supportive Housing.

H
1999-2000 Project Report
1. Initiation of a demonstration Section 8 housing choice voucher program: "Homeless
to Housed Partnership"
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Successful participants in transitional housing programs face difficulties finding
affordable permanent housing, frequently because of their very low incomes and
unfamiliarity with rental leasing practices. The Sacramento Housing and
Redevelopment Agency (SHRA), with the City's housing authority, developed a
Section 8 housing voucher program for transitional housing participants, where,
Section 8 assistance could begin while they are still completing their program and stay
with the persons as they move to independent living. Sixty formerly homeless persons
will receive vouchers in 2000 and gain affordable, permanent housing through this
activity in 2001. SHRA will monitor the vouchers' utilization and identify obstacles
to rent-up and long-term occupancy.
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2. Establish a "crossjurisdictional" entity as a delivery agent for housing and its longterm management.
Social service agencies that provide transitional housing for homeless persons do not
generally have ready access to real estate acquisition, property management, and
financing knowledge, despite their need for the successful siting of their activities. In
March 1999, upon the recommendation of the Housing Team, SHRA funded an
experienced local nonprofit housing developer to propose a model intermediary'
nonprofit entity, recommend ownership, property management, and financial ;
relationships with the homeless service providers, and develop a standard community
'
participation process for siting.
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With the acceptance of this entity and approach, SHRA will recommend a separate
transitional housing funding program to help cover the capital costs of acquiring or
constructing the .housing. The combined proposals are targeted for completion in
October 2000.
3. Begin permanent housing pilot programs.
The housing team developed placement criteria and research standards for its pilot
programs, as described above in "Background." Numerous sites were identified and
evaluated, but none has yet been purchased. Because of the tighter real estate market,
acquiring existing apartments has been competitive and expensive, in part due to
relocation costs. The nonprofits are initially focussing on securing housing for use by
the AIDS Housing Alliance in Sacramento.
4. Establish an off-site supportive service program for residential hotel tenants;
participate in the City of Sacramento Task Force to develop housing alternatives to
single room occupancy hotels (SRO).
In cooperation with the Corporation for Supportive Housing, SHRA will contract with
a local nonprofit to carry out a supportive service program for tenants in three to four
downtown residential hotels. This effort is a continuation and expansion of a previous
program that emphasized basic community building and service referral and followup. The Corporation for Supportive Housing, which has involved the community in
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decision making on this project, will fund a position for health/mental health services
as part of the program. The program is slated to become operational in November
2000.
The City Council of Sacramento, as part of its Housing Element adoption, established
a task force on SROs, including a representative of the Board on Homelessness. The
task force will review SRO conditions, propose alternative housing types, and
investigate methods to stabilize rental income for hotel owners.
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Team Recommendations
The primary recommendations for 2001 are to evaluate and maintain strong oversight
of the projects begun in 2000. Particular attention will be paid to the Section 8
housing choice voucher program as an effective means to financially assist by
transitional housing programs and their participants, and to acquiring or constructing
the permanent housing planned in the pilot programs. Data secured from these
activities will be discussed with the Board in light of potential changes to existing
homeless support programs.
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SHRA

RECOMMENDATION #I:
Direct Board on Homelessness to establish broad-based committee to find and secure sites for
supportive housing.
Background:

Siting locations for affordable housing for persons needed social services
is difficult for all service providers because of community opposition.
Siting activities carried out by an independent nonprofit corporation were
too problematic to be sustainable for the organization.

Problem:

Siting transitional or permanent housing for persons involved in a variety
of support programs (mental health, alcohol or drug recovery,
employment, comprehensive transitional programs, etc.) is so difficult
that it jeopardizes the effectiveness of activities that reduce homelessness.

Recommendation:

City Council and Board of Supervisors should direct Board on
Homelessness to select blue ribbon committee to locate housing sites on
or near transportation corridors in a manner that ill avoid overconcentration and achieve a reasonable dispersion of such housing
throughout the community.

Supporting data or
Justification:

Impact on Existing
Policy:

Ramifications of
Non-acceptance:

During the past year, an independent nonprofit corporation attempted to
locate sites for a social service program requiring a small group living
facility. The siting activities were so problematic that the organization
could not sustain its work.
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Locating housing for a variety of homeless programs is fundamental to
reducing homelessness.

Programs, which can provide assistance, will be unable to operate.
Incidence of homelessness will increase.

Pilot program
Funding:

PAGE

Committee would be volunteers representing many sectors of the
community.
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RECOMMENDATION #2:

Background:

The Housing Team developed placement criteria and research standards
for a pilot program of providing permanent housing for persons
completing transitional housing programs. Efforts were limited to
acquisition and rehabilitation of multifamily properties. Because of the
tight real estate market, acquiring properties has been expensive and
competitive. With low vacancies, relocation expenses are prohibitive,
making acquisition and rehabilitation of existing property extremely
difficult.

Problem:

New construction may be the best alternative to pursue for permanent
housing with limited support services, although it often engenders more
opposition.

f

1
I

SHRA

Adopt a Supportive Housing Program allowing for new construction or rehabilitation and more
flexible financing terms.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

71b44111y(

Financing terms will have to be more flexible than traditional
underwriting to account for operational and funding differences.
Siting, timing, and financing are linked, requiring a more efficient siting
system. (See recommendation # / .)
Cost-containment practices for new construction, such as model, reusable plans, will have to be developed to speed the design and approval
process.
Recommendation:

Adopt SHRA's new Supportive Housing Program to allow for flexibility
in new construction or rehabilitation and in financing terms.

Supporting data or
Justification:

Pilot program for permanent housing, conducted through Mercy Housing
California, has been unable over the past 14 months to secure housing by
acquiring and rehabilitating existing multifamily properties.

Ramifications:

Supply of permanent affordable housing for special populations will not
increase without new approaches.
Persons completing transitional housing programs will not obtain decent
housing with a level of oversight, creating greater risk of returning to
homelessness.

Pilot program:

Yes

so
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RECOlVIlVMNIDATION #2: Adopt a Supportive Housing Program allowing for new construction or rehabilitation and more
flexible financing terms.

I
I
I

^Continued)

Funding:

First year start-up and predevelopment commitments of $ 550,000 each in
the City and County are recommended by SHRA.
Major capital and operational funding through State Department of
Housing and Community Development's Multifamily Housing Program,
which is competitive, and for Low Income Housing Tax Credits.
Estimate total development cost of $100,000 per unit.

1
i
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RECOMMENDATION #3:
Establish Cross-Jurisdictional Entity for Financing and Long-term Management of Supportive
Housing

Background:

There is a gap between social service providers with operational funding,
on the one hand, and a real estate development, management, and
financing entity on the other. Both sets of skills are needed to conduct
successful programs.

Problem:

Providers of transitional housing and support services for the homeless
have great difficulty locating and financing the housing needed to
conduct their programs.
Social service funding often does not take into account the costs of
property management, leases, or debt repayment.

Recommendation.

I
I
I
I

9164411197

Supporting data or
Justification:

Ramifications:

Establish and fund a "crossjurisdictional" entity as a property finance
and management agent for high priority supportive housing programs.

Experienced social service providers with operational funding cannot find
suitable housing and capital funding to locate their programs.
Programs which can provide assistance to and house homeless persons
will be unable to operate.
Incidence of homelessness will increase.
Pressure on jails and mental health systems will increase if no alternatives
are provided.

Pilot program:

Yes

Funding:

SHRA $50,000; DHA $50,000 for 2000-2001

I
I
1

t
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RECOMMENDATION #4:

Maintain residential hotel community-building and referral program
Background:

Problem:

SHRA has contracted with Volunteers of America to carry out a
community-building and referral program for tenants in 4 downtown
residential hotels. The Corporation for Supportive Housing has funded a
companion position for health/mental health services. Information from
these efforts will be presented to the SRO Task Force appointed by City
Council.

I

I

Residential hotels downtown which do not have public financing are
converting to other uses. Some are significantly deteriorated. An
alternate supply of housing accessible and affordable to the typical SRO
tenant needs to be developed.
Referral and follow-up services and basic socialization activities can
create better living conditions for many SRO tenants, but funding for
such activities is difficult to obtain.

Recommendation:

I
^

Secure more stable funding source for basic service referrals and follow. up for SRO tenants.
Support development of housing suitable to financial situations of SRO
tenants.

Supporting data or
Justification:

I
.1
'I

Two surveys of SRO tenants (SHRA/CSUS and Board of Homelessness)
documented conditions and needs of SRO tenants.
Conversion and demolition of downtown SRO's, whether through
redevelopment activity or private financing, require response on
sufficiency of housing supply for typical SRO tenant.

1

.

Impact on Existing
Policy:

I
I
I

Supports existing policy

Ramifications of
Non-acceptance:

Continued instability of SRO tenancies

Decrease in SRO units availability for persons in and out of homelessness
Pilot program
Funding:

$60,000 SHRA; Corporation for Supportive Housing

I
83
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I
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Pilot Program: Housing Choice Vouchers
Background:

Graduates of transitional housing programs need a seamless access to
affordable permanent housing to obtain and maintain recovery or
stabilized living situations.

Problem:

Tight rental market with increasing rents has restricted ability to find
affordable apartments.
Graduates of transitional programs face additional difficulties because of
very low incomes, unfamiliarity with rental leasing practices, and lack of
positive rental, credit and for law enforcement record

Supporting data or
Justification:

1
I

SHRA

RECOMMENDATION #5:

Recommendation:

.

9164411197

Impact on Existing
Policy:

Ramifications of
Non-acceptance-

Support Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency's (SHRA)
pilot program of Section 8 Housing Choice Vouchers for transitional
programs, bridging gap between transitional and permanent housing.
Interviews with homeless service providers

Avoids relapse to homelessness; Increases self-sufficiency skills and
training for independent living.

Increases probability of return to homelessness.
Diminishes success of transitional programs

I
I
I
I

I

Is this:

Expansion of existing program: No

Pilot Program:

Yes

Funding:

Section 8 Housing Choice Vouchers (HUD)
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HOUSING TEAM FIVE-YEAR PLAN

Project Description:
Build or acquire permanent housing for programs with various levels of support
services to make progress toward meeting the need for 2000 units by 2006.
Milestones:
Establish blue ribbon site selection committee
Implement intermediary nonprofit role for capital fmancing,
ownership, and management of supportive housing
Finance 2 or more supportive housing sites (apartments)
per year
Expand Housing Choice Vouchers (special Section 8)

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

Desired Outcomes:

.

Site selection system will locate suitable housing sites in accordance with local jurisdiction's dispersion
and community participation policies.
Development of supportive housing apartments will be integrated with social service operational funding.

I
1
I

Permanent housing with support services will find community acceptance.
Availability of Housing Choice Vouchers to transitional housing participants will provide more
opportunities for permanent housing.

I
t
I

Measures/Indicators of Success:
Two or more permanent housing sites for programs with supportive services will be located each year.
Funded homeless service programs will find housing sites for clients with more frequency.
Persons who have completed transitional housing programs will maintain their independence (less cycling
back to homelessness) through better opportunities for permanent housing.

t
1

I
I
1

I
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Project Description.
Preventive measures will reduce the number of affordable housing units
being lost through disrepair or conversion to other uses. Alternative housing programs
appropriate for residential hotel tenants will be developed as downtown single room occupancy
(SRO) hotels are converted to other uses.

I
I
I
I

Desired Outcomes:

1

City and count), governments will develop code enforcement programs that create incentives for
repair.

I
^

Alternative SRO housing programs will be adopted by SRO Task Force and approved by City.

Milestones:

2001

Approval of SRO Task Force's design of replacement
housing program for SRO displaced tenants

x

Funding allocated for replacement housing

2002

2003

x

City interventions approved to save affordable housing
through code enforcement and incentives

2004

2005

X
x

x

x

Measures9ndicators of Success
Fewer affordable housing units will be lost to disrepair or conversion to other uses.
Alternative housing types for SRO residents will be developed prior to SRO conversion.

I

^
1
1
1
1

Project Description: Research design options for various supportive housing programs that
can be adapted for multiple applications, and examine different types of collaboratives
(developers, social .service agencies, property management firms) to further the production of
housing with supportive services.
MAestoues:
Basic, transferable housing plans developed for
housing with supportive services
New alliances of affordable housing teams will
begin production and management of housing

2001,

2002

2003

2004

2005

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Desired Outcomes
Affordable housing with supportive services will be more quickly and inexp: nsively designed.
MumurevIndicators of Success

I
I
I
1

Re-usable housing plans will reduce planning and approval costs.
New affordable housing alliances will increase the number of units produced.

86
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Project Description: Monitor and evaluate pilot programs; study cost impacts and savings;
make recommendations for improvements.
Milestones:

2001

2002

Evaluation plan for pilot programs produced

x

x

Reoommendations forwarded to governing boards

2003

2004

2005

x

x

x

Desired Outcomes:

1

Problems in carrying out pilot programs (Housing Choice Vouchers, siting committee,
intermediary nonprofit role in housing with supportive services) will be addressed.
Evaluations will be useful to homeless service programs in designing effective programs.

^

Cost savings (jai3 and arrests, emergency visits, servioc savings, psychiatric hospitalizations,
emplc+yment, reduction in public assistanoe) will build greater constituency for homeless
programs.

1

I
1

Measuresilndicators of Success

Effective housing programs will be duplicated.
Local governments will be more receptive to housing programs based on information on their
effectiveness (cost savings for society and reduced re-occurrences of homelessness).

1

I
1
1

I
1
1
1

I
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Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness

MENTAL/PUBLIC/PHYSICAL HEALTH TEAM
2000 ANNUAL REPORT

Background / Issue Area
The Mental/Public/Physical Health Team was formed to provide a comprehensive review of
the existing health care system and assist in the design of an effective plan to meet the needs
of homeless individuals with mental, public and/or physical health challenges.
Data gathering during the first year affirmed the intuitive knowledge of Team members that
there was a significant gap between the health care needs of homeless persons and services
available. Generally, there was inadequate information regarding children and older adults
with mental health issues. There were inadequate intensive services and case management
for the homeless mentally ill. There were few medical and dental preventive health services
available to adult homeless individuals, particularly those who relied on the County
Medically Indigent Services Program (CMISP) for health care. There were even fewer
medical services targeting homeless/runaway teens.
The health care system, as designed, creates, rather than removes, access barriers for
homeless persons. Confusing eligibility requirements, lack of coordination among agencies,
patchwork services and long waits for urgent care are examples of the things that do not
work.
During the second year of the Team's work, preliminary data from implementation of
several projects and the County's attempts to control an emergent public health problem
(tuberculosis exposure in the emergency shelters) demonstrated what was needed to meet
the mental, public and physical health needs of homeless individuals.
•

People are helped to get well and move out of homelessness when health and
social service workers engage them where they live. The most sensible and
effective response to the health needs of homeless and formerly homeless people
is outreach, intensive "wrap-around" services, and housing.

•

People need to be housed appropriately. The community must have a
"solution" to homelessness that includes sufficient safe, permanent, affordable
housing. The dichotomy of a prosperous economy and increasing homelessness
must be addressed. There is a housing crisis - the demand for appropriate
housing far exceeds the supply. Health care advocates have to get involved in
housing policies at the city and county levels.

M/P/P Health Team Annual Report for 2000
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•

•

People need to be helped to get to the highest level of self-sufficiency and
independence. People with disabilities may need varying levels of support to
maintain housing and independence. Services should be available when needed,
how needed, for as long as they are needed. The housing "solution" has to
include permanent supportive housing.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'

People are best served when mental, public and physical health services are
provided through a system that is well planned and coordinated. A system
implies parts that work together. Health care providers, from the mobile medical
team that stops at known gathering places of homeless/runaway teens to the
hospital making a discharge plan for the mentally ill homeless person recovering
from surgery, need to be brought together to develop a system of care that is
responsible and responsive.

Summary of Findings
1.

Intensive-Services for Homeless Mentally Ill - AB 34
In November 1999 the Department of Health and Human Services/Mental Health Division
implemented two highly successful integrated, intensive service teams and an equally
successful outreach project under AB 34. The service teams, administered by El Hogar
Mental Health and Community Service Center and Turning Point Community Programs,
offered 24-hour, 7 days a week services to 100 clients per team, providing "whatever it
takes" to meet the mental health, housing and other needs of the clientele. The outreach
project, Project H.O.P.E., provided outreach activities to 408 individuals, 47% of whom met
the target population of severe and persistent mentally ill.

I
I
I

There were a number of notable findings regarding the two hundred clients served by the
two service teams through June 2000:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Predominantly male (57.3%) and Caucasian (59.8%)
63% between the ages of 25-45
62% without health coverage
80% have no work history
79% suffer from the dual disorders of substance abuse and mental illness
A majority of the clients suffer from chronic illnesses, such as liver diseases and
diabetes, and have unmet dental needs.
Four women suffer from breast cancer.

1

The most significant positive outcomes from the first six months of implementation, are the
reduction in hospitalizations and incarcerations. Data through June 2000 indicates that of
the enrolled members there is a 72% reduction in days spent in jail and a 69% reduction in
the number of days hospitalized.

'

I
I
1

The most obvious challenge for this population is the lack of safe, affordable housing. The
continued successful journey out of homelessness is predicated on this availability. While
the providers met the challenge of housing the clients, as well as providing the support to
M/P/P Health Team Annual Report for 2000
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3.

Support funding request for continued and expanded AB 34/2034.

4.

Support creation of a new mental health shelter.

5.

Support funding application for the purpose of facility acquisition or development
of emergency shelter beds for mentally ill.

6.

Support continuation and expansion of the HEALTH Project as a model outreach
program for the hard-to-reach/hard-to-serve homeless and formerly homeless
population in Sacramento County.

7.

Recruit a County representative of physical/public health to serve on the
SC&CBoH.

8.

Support initiation of a community dialogue and education program around the
issues of harm reduction.

9.

Request inclusion of the SC&CBoH in the development of the County's Master
Plan for Human Services with the Human Services Coordinating Council.

10.

Request inclusion of the SC&CBoH in the development of a system of health care
for under and uninsured individuals in Sacramento County.

The Mental/Public/Physical Health Team's Recommendations to the Board of Supervisors are
as follows:
1.

Support identification of suitable sites for the production of affordable housing
and develop an expedited permitting process.

2.

Approve use of Emergency Housing Assistance Program (EHAP) money for
emergency shelter beds for mentally ill.

3.

Support the development and implementation of a 24-bed mental health homeless
shelter for the psychiatrically disabled.

4.

Approve development of a full-time Associate Medical Director for Homeless
Services position and restoration of the Health care for the Homeless Coordinator
to a full-time position within the County Department of Health and Human
Services.

II
II
II
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The Mental/Public/Physical Health Team's Recommendations to the City Council are as
follows:
1.

Support identification of suitable sites for the production of affordable housing
and develop an expedited permitting process.

Mental/Public/Physical Health Team's Five Year Action Plan (please see attached)

Team Members/Organizations
Frances Freitas, Coordinator of Homeless Services, County DHHS/Division of Mental Health
Jane Ginsberg, Executive Director, Transitional Living and Community Support
Eva Harriman, Psychiatric Social Worker, Neighborhood Representative
Diane Keys, HEALTH Project Director, Community Services Planning Council
Neal McAuliffe, Supportive Housing Manager, Vietnam Veterans of California
Gordon Oliver, Program Director, Consumer Self-Help Center (South)
A special "thank you" to Mike McCarthy, Police Lieutenant/City of Sacramento, for serving as
facilitator for the Team during this past year and Tracy Pope for facilitating the focus groups.
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Mental/Public/Physical Health Team

FIVE-YEAR PLAN
Goal #1:

Capacity. Increase the capacity within Sacramento County to provide mental,
public and physical health services to homeless persons.

Milestones

2
0
0
1

2
0
0
2

1. Expansion of the
AB 34/2034 full
service continuum
ranging from

0
0
3
X

outreach to intensive
24/7 programs for the
mentally ill.

2. Development and
implementation of a
24-bed emergency
shelter for the
mentally ill.

3. Development of
peer counseling
mentor services for
homeless mentally
ill.
4. Feasibility study
of expanding the
County's target
population for
County's Adult
mental health
services.
5. Feasibility study
of adding short-term
psychotherapy to the
County's Adult
mental health
services.

X

X

X

0
0
4

2
0
0
5

Desired Outcomes

Reduction in psychiatric
hospitalizations,
incarcerations; residential
stability; reduction in
substance abuse.

50 mentally ill clients will
be housed and receive
evaluation and services
upon enrollment.

Creation of a safety net for
mentally ill homeless;
immediate response to
housing need; initial step in
identifying short and long
term individual needs and
goals; increased shelter beds
for the mentally ill:
Homeless persons are
encouraged and supported
into recovery services by
their peers.

288 individuals will be
served for a length of stay
up to 30 days on an annual
basis.

Improve mental health
services for homeless
persons.

X

Measures of Success

Improve mental health
services for homeless
persons and prevent longterm or critical mental
illness.

Peer mentors trained to
assist homeless mentally ill
in accessing appropriate
services.
Written report that includes
data on the extent of nontarget population diagnoses
among homeless persons,
estimated service needs,
estimated costs of
providing services, and
recommendations.
Written report that includes
data on the need, estimated
costs of expanding services
to include psychotherapy
and can serve as a basis for
recommendations regarding
expansion of services.

M/P/P Health Team Annual Report for 2000
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Milestones

6. Advocate for
additional units of
affordable housing
that reflects the wide
range of housing
needs and
preferences

2
Desired Outcomes
0 0
0 0
4 5
X X X Increase ability to intervene
at the earliest possible point
when a mentally ill
individual loses his/her
housing & mitigate the
downward spiral into
homelessness; provide a
range of viable living
choices for people with
psychiatric and physical
disabilities.
Increase in number of dually
X X X
diagnosed persons that can
be served in residential
programs.

2
0
0
1
X X

7. Advocate for
residential programs
for dually diagnosed.

X

8. Advocate for
respite (recuperative)
care and services for
homeless persons.

X

9. Advocate for
medical and dental
services for
homeless/runaway
youth.
10. Advocate for
drug and alcohol
programs, residential
treatment and
methadone treatment
services for homeless
persons.

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X X

X A homeless person will be
able to recover from serious
illness or injury in a safe,
medically supervised
environment.
X A homeless/runaway youth
will be able to receive
appropriate medical and
dental services.

X X

Homeless persons will be
able to receive appropriate
and timely services for
substance dependency.

Measures of Success

Creation of additional units
of affordable housing that
meet the multiple needs of
homeless people with
psychiatric and/or physical
health challenges, e.g.,
shelter, respite, transitional
and permanent.

Report card on inventory of
current services vs. actual
need; recommendations for
new programs and/or
expansion of existing
programs to fill the unmet
need.
Development of a
coordinated system of
recuperative care within
Sacramento County.
Development of a
coordinated system of
health care for
homeless/runaway youth.
Increased access for
homeless persons to drug
and alcohol programs,
residential treatment and
methadone treatment for
those without a payer
source.

I
I
I
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Goal #2:

Coordination of Services. Improve coordination with other teams, community
boards & agencies with common agendas on "cross-over" issues.

Milestones

2 2 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 0
Desired Outcomes
0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5
X X X X X Seamless treatment for
dually diagnosed to prevent
clients from falling through
the cracks.

1. Coordination
between Chemical
Dependency and
Mental Health
providers.
2. Coordination
X X X X
between Criminal
Justice and Mental
Health providers.
3. Coordination
between County and
shelter and
transitional housing
staff regarding public
health.

Goal #3:

X

Homeless persons with
severe and persistent mental
illness will be treated more
appropriately,
Homeless persons will be
better served in shelters and
transitional housing in terms
of public health education
and services.

Measures of Success

Increased stability among
dually diagnosed homeless
persons.

Reduction in inappropriate
incarcerations of severely
and persistently mentally ill
homeless persons.
County public health
education and services will
be leveraged through
engagement of shelter and
transitional housing staff.

Community Planning and Engagement. Increase collaborative activities and
engagement of planners, social service providers and community members around
issues of homelessness.

Milestones

1. Development of
proactive
partnerships with
homeless service
providers and
neighborhood and
community groups.

2. Development of
the County's Master
Plan for Human
Services with the
Human Services
Coordinating
Council.

2 2 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 0
Desired Outcomes
0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5
X X X X X Decreased community
resistance to social service
siting; decreased feeling
among neighborhoods of
being targeted; increased
ability to evaluate and
problem solve; increased
cooperation and conflict
resolution.
x X X
Health service needs of
homeless persons will be
incorporated in the County's
Master Plan for Human
Services.

Measures of Success

Regular, ongoing
collaborative meetings that
represent cooperation and
joint planning; open
communication with the
public; and ongoing forum
for problem solving.

Regular, ongoing
participation of homeless
advocates in the
development of a County
Master Plan for Human
Services.
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3. Participate in the
development of a
system of health care
for under and
uninsured
individuals.

Goal #4:

X

Health service needs of
homeless persons will be
incorporated in the system
of health care.

X

I

Regular, ongoing
participation of homeless
advocates in the
development of a system of
health care for under and
uninsured individuals.

1

I
I

Best Practices. Clearly articulate what we already know works well - what is a
sensible and effective response to the health needs of homeless people.

Milestones

1. Support the
HEALTH Project as
a model outreach
program to the hardto-reach/hard-toserve homeless and
formerly homeless
population in
Sacramento Co.
2. Document and
support programs &
organizations
effectively

2 2 2 2 2
Desired Outcomes
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5
X X X X X Homeless and formerly
homeless persons will
receive appropriate health
care that is responsive to
their needs and
circumstances.

X

X

X X X

I
I
I
I
I

Measures of Success

The HEALTH Project will
be sustained and expand as
the outreach arm of an
integrated community
based health system for
homeless persons.

Homeless persons will be
better served.

Report card on best
practices in mental, public
and physical. health care for
homeless persons.

Homeless persons who are
severely and persistently
mentally ill will have
increased residential
stability and reduced
psychiatric hospitalizations,
incarcerations and substance
abuse.

Programs for homeless
mentally ill will incorporate
comprehensive integrated
24/7 services.

1

addressing
homeless mental,
public and physical
health needs.
3. Support
comprehensive
integrated 24/7
services for homeless
persons who are
severely and
persistently mentally
ill.

X

X

X

X
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Sacramento County & Cities Board on Homelessness

PUBLIC EDUCATION AND AWARENESS TEAM
2000 ANNUAL REPORT
Background
In 1998, the Board of Supervisors and City Council approved the formation of a
"Regional Board on Homelessness" which was subsequently renamed "The Sacramento
Countyand.Cities Board on Homelessness (SC&CBoH). During its two (2) years of
service, the SC&CBoH has meet regularly and worked tirelessly to comprehensively
address the overall system of funding and management of services designed to mitigate
and reduce homelessness within Sacramento County. Through the dedicated work of
eight (8) focus teams, accomplishments of the SC&CBoH have been exceptional since
its inception including the successful implementation of four (4) pilot projects as well as
expansion of other programs on homelessness.
Problem/issue
The SC&CBoH currently functions without recognition as an advisory board.
Subsequently, the Board of Supervisors and City Council bases decisions regarding
homelessness in Sacramento County without benefit of complete information and data of
issues within the homeless populations, services, and programs.
Recommendation
It is recommended that the Board of Supervisors and City Council recognize the
SC&CBoH as an advisory board and guiding planning body for Continuum of Care
services for the homeless population in Sacramento County. The SC&CBoH is able to
identify issues, service gaps, and concentration of services for the homeless population
in Sacramento County and can provide this information on its application for social
services.
Supporting data/justification
The SC&CBoH have and will continue to acquire unprecedented knowledge concerning
the homeless population within Sacramento County. Regular meetings of collaborative
agencies and the work of the eight (8) focus teams serves to keep the SC&CBoH
informed and connected on homeless issues.
How does this recommendation impact existing policy
The SC&CBoH will be contacted for its input and recommendations whenever issues of
homelessness are bought up by the board of Supervisors or City Council.

F/lhaxeUBoardRecommendatinsGen.doc
'
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Ramifications of not accepting recommendation
Decisions made by the Board of Supervisors and City Council relative to homelessness
will likely not be based on the most current and comprehensive information and data
available resulting in possible lack of services, duplication of services, and ineffective or
loss of adequate funding.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Project Description: The Public Education and Awareness Subgroup was developed
during the 2nd year of service of the Sacramento County and Cities Board on
Homelessness (SC&CBoH). Its function is to serve as an advisory team to the
SC&CBoH with an overall goal of providing public education and awareness on
homelessness.
Milestones:

2001

q

Draft a mission statement
for the SC&CBoH review
and approval

q

Draft .a community philosophy

x

q

Help facilitate communication
and coordination across the
focus teams

x

q

Design a Speakers Bureau
type of function for the
SC&CBoH

X

q

Serve as the media interface for
media:
1. Draft media fact sheet for
review and approval
2. Provide media training to
SC&CBoH

2003

2004

2005

x
x

1

I

q

Serve as Special Events
support team to
SC&CBoH

X

q

Coordinate alerts to.
SC&CBoH on upcoming
policy issue debates on
which they may want to
take action

x

q

Recommend and facilitate
information and data gathering
projects to support mission
and objectives

F/lhaxelBoardRecommendatinsGen.doc
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Milestones:
q

Make recommendations to the
SC&CBoH on public education
and awareness around
homelessness:
Coordinate and conduct
outreach accordingly

q

Standardize newsletter concerning
homelessness for distribution
to community

q

Explore feasibility of providing
information on homelessness on
public television; implement if
approved

q

Research public education
and awareness in other communities
for 'best practices"

q

Review and determine overall
effectiveness of the team's efforts making
appropriate modifications as needed

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Desired Outcomes
The outcome of the Public Education and Awareness Subgroup is improved internal and
external communication concerning the issues of homelessness within Sacramento
County.
Measures/Indicators of Success
It is anticipated that improved communication on homelessness will result in an increase
of understanding and acceptance of the homeless population. Indicators of success will
be the number of recommendations adopted by the SC&CBoH.

Public Education and Awareness Team Members/Organizations
Connie Miottel, Team Leader, Capitol Station District
Tracy Pope, Project Consultant
Dick Skelton, SC&CBoH Co-chair, Midtown Business Association
Heather Andrews, Corporation for Supportive Housing
Max Fernandez, Area 1 Director, City of Sacramento
Cynthia Abbott, HUD
Kerri Aeillo, Public Information Specialist, DHA, County of Sacramento
Linda Haxel, Project Team, County of Sacramento
Valerie Brown, Project Team, City of Sacramento
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Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness
PUBLIC SAFETY TEAM
2000 ANNUAL REPORT

Background / Issue Area
The Public Safety Team is made up of representatives from various law enforcement agencies,
community groups, and private citizens. The goal for 2001 is to seek-more structure for the overall work
of the Board. The Public Safety team has made progress with tangible results to specific programs, such
as Outreach efforts, Project HOPE, and home reunification programs. Efforts by the Public Safety Team
and the Board as a whole will ensure that the progress remains effective because of the development of
other programs.
Summary of Findings
1. Project HOPE - Officers and providers teamed together to impact the homeless mentally ill by getting
into programs.
2. Outreach programs - Strong cooperation between providers and representatives of the various teams
to significantly impact the problem of homelessness along the American River Parkway.
3. Reunification - Officers contacting families of homeless people and arranging for those who qualify
(established family at home to receive them) to receive transportation home. Over 100 people
assisted to date - only 1 returned and is currently in a program locally.
1999-2000 Project Report and Team Recommendations:
1. Expand Project HOPE.
Problem: The implementation of several successful homeless programs facilitated through the Public
Safety Team of the County/City Homelessness Board has identified a greater need for outreach
endeavors than previously thought.
Response: Expand Project HOPE (Homeless Outreach Partnership Effort) from 2 outreach teams to 4
outreach teams (2 City teams & 2 County teams). Project HOPE identifies and refers specific
mentally ill homeless individuals to one of two mental health service providers (El Hogar and
Turning Point). AB34 funding for the creation of the two current HOPE teams has been extended
through 2000, but was not increased to support additionally needed HOPE Teams. The teams
composition include law enforcement, mental health clinicians, veteran administration
representatives, various social service providers, and formerly homeless individuals. Since the HOPE
Team' s inception in December 1999, 525 first time contacts have been made with 85 clients referred
to the mental health service providers. The following brief demographic information is provided
below:
Gender: 71 % male, 29% female
Education: 27% high school diploma,13% college, and 12% GED
No prescribed medications: 97%
Sacramento residency: 0-1 year 39%, 10 + years 42%
Length of homelessness: 0-1 year 41%, 10 + years 40%
Former foster care: 75%
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Since December 1999, the Homeless Return To Residency Program has to date provided bus
transportation for over 500 voluntary homeless clients to reunite them with family support out side of
the Sacramento area. Only 5 clients have returned to the Sacramento area. Transportation assistance
has been provided to client as far as Puerto Rico and Canada.
2. Improve a sense of safety along the American River Parkway . This includes a redirection of
Police services, work done by the Vegetation Management sub-committee in producing a plan,
and reductions in illegal camping and squatting
Problem: During the analysis phase of the homeless issues related to the American River Parkway,
the perception of safety related to the dense vegetation concealing illegal activities. The Capitol
Station District ( a special assessment district) facilitated a proposed vegetation management plan
presented to SAFCA (Sacramento Area Flood Control Administration) in August 2000. SAFCA has
approved a pilot project on the American River. This multi-phase project involves 1) landscape
vender bidding, 2) law enforcement facilitated trash removal, and 3) vegetation maintenance.
The south levee of the American River Parkway, between Jibboom Street and the Capital City
Freeway is presently a gathering place for a variety of illegal activities, which range from long term
illegal camping, public urination, prostitution, drug sales and use, alcohol abuse, theft, assaults, and
homicides. These activities are most intense in between North 10`h Street, where there is a long
established prostitution and public sex "cruise", and the bridges at SR 160 and l8`h Street, where
much of the illegal camping and associated crime are occurring. Residential neighborhoods on
Dreher and Basler streets are severely impacted by the traffic to and from the levee, and businesses
throughout the North 12`h and North 16th Street area are equally affected.
The Public Safety Subcommittee has established projects such as the American River Levee Outreach
and Project HOPE to work towards its goal of improving the sense of safety along the Parkway, and
ultimately give homeless campers, substance abusers and other individuals alternatives to the cycle of
homelessness and crime. . In addition, the Sacramento Police Department, Sacramento County
Sheriff's Department, and Sacramento County Parks Rangers have continued to give year-round
support to our efforts to keep the Parkway free of illegal activity.
Response: Redirection of law enforcement services by 1) Two American River Levee POP officers
have been assigned to the American River Parkway utilizing a four wheel drive truck and mountain
bicycles. These POP officers will coordinate periodic homeless social service outreach efforts, trash
clean-ups, narcotic, illegal public sex acts and illegal camping violation enforcement. 2) Previously
mentioned are the two POP officers assigned to Project HOPE and the Return to Residency Program.
3) Two POP officers assigned to the Richards Blvd-Capitol Station District have been directed to
improve the area through abandoned homeless camp trash cleanups, narcotic and prostitution
enforcement, and enhanced environmental design strategies. 4) Two Wagon officers per day and
evening shifts are focusing in specific areas of the Central Patrol Sector on the transportation of
homeless inebriates to the City/County Detox Facility for treatment.
Vegetation Management Purpose and Scope: Based on feedback from Levee Outreach teams and
public safety officers, the Public Safety Subcommittee undertook to form a multi-agency task force to
scope out and create a vegetation management pilot program for this problem area along the south
bank. The purpose of the program would be to support public health and safety initiatives by
Public Safety Team Outline
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improving sightlines for social service volunteers and public safety officers, as well as eliminating the
dense non-native habitat that attracts illegal campers and criminals.
The project would have
additional benefits for flood control, fire protection, and recreational uses.
At the task force's request, SAFCA took the lead in hiring a consultant to create a scope of work and
budget for the pilot project. After discussion with a number of regulatory agencies, it was determined
that (for the first year) the project area would be 3000 feet of the south levee between the 1-5 bridge
and SR 160, centering on the North 10th Street levee. The project will cull non-native or "exotic"
plants only, in deference to environmental concerns expressed by State Fish & Game, the Lower
American river Task Force, and other regulatory and advisory groups.
SAFCA has approved a preliminary budget of $15,000 for tree felling and trimming, and removal of
exotic or non-native weeds and brush. The American River Flood Control District will remove the
resulting debris, and the various public safety agencies, which would provide security support as well
as garbage and paraphernalia cleanup in advance of the landscaping work. In addition, groups such
as the Sacramento Police Department, ARFCD, Sacramento County Parks, County Economic
Development, and Capitol Station District have donated $500 each to help defray the costs of the
consultant's study.
After receiving approval from Fish & Game, the work could begin as early as September 2000,
following the annual Levee Outreach. If the program is carefully managed and achieves its goals
without harm to the native habitat, the involved agencies are willing to consider expanding the
geographic scope and budget of the pilot project and institute it as a permanent program for future
years. The Public Safety Subcommittee will continue to monitor the progress of the vegetation
management pilot project, lending support as necessary. The Subcommittee will report back to the
Board with an evaluation of the project following its conclusion.
3. Reduce the number of frequent fliers at Detox, and complete a Detox Exit SurveX
Problem: In 1999, the Sacramento Police Department' s inebriate wagon transported 5,869
intoxicated individuals. This was a 38% increase over 1998. Of the 5,869 individuals transported by
SPD' s wagon team; 5,569 went to the Detox facility, 297 were arrested and taken to jail. 5,184
individuals were transported by SPD more that 2 times, 143 individuals were transported more than
10 times.
Response: Unfortunately, for a number of alcohol dependant individuals,- the Detox Facility model
has not been effective in obtaining prolonged sobriety. The Sacramento Sheriff' s Department has
proposed that chronic inebriates be booked at the main jail for future public drunkenness violations
meeting the legal booking criteria of P.C. 647f and 647g. After the third arrest and booking within
one year, the individual would potentially face a 30, 60, or 90 day incarceration sentence. The
Sheriff' s Department is proposing an in-custody alcohol treatment program at their Rio Cosumnes
Correctional Center. The Sacramento District Attorney' s Office has drafted a County ordinance
proposal to facilitate this sobriety program.
4. Continue meetings starting earlier this year
between service Providers advocates, and Police on
a quarterly basis.
Problem: Ongoing communication among the various government and private homeless service
providers.

Public Safety Team Outline
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Response: The Sacramento Police Department has previously facilitated homeless service provider
meetings among the various government and private service providers to share new programs, reduce
duplication of effort, dispel rumors, improve services, and promote new relationships to improve
service delivery.
5. Implement PERT teams in the City and the County.
Problem: A need to find funding to support the PERT (Psychiatric Emergency Response Team)
program; to provide a means for treatment-not jail.
Response: A meeting was held on August 21, 2000 with Tom Sullivan, the Director of Mental Health
Services and his staff. The meeting discussed some upcoming grant funds that could be used to fund
PERT type teams in the City and County. The County Department of Health and Human Services
will be the lead agency on this request. The money, 6 million dollars statewide will be in the form of
demonstration grants administered by the State Department of Mental Health. The Department of
Health and Human Services has no estimate when these grants will be announced and put out for
response, but it is hoped that some action will be announced in the very near future.
Subsequent meetings will be held with DHHS staff and Sacramento County Sheriff' s Department
and Sacramento Police Department personnel. These meetings will determine the specific size and
scope of the request. The County believes that our request will be looked upon favorably because the
DHHS has some funds for match and because of our track record with the AB34 programs.
6. Look at providing services to homeless teens.
Problem: Limited focus and services directed towards the homeless teen population. Juveniles make
up approximately 12% of all reported crime victims, including 71% of all reported sex crime victims
and 38% of all kidnap victims. (Source: US Department of Justice, Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, June 2000).
Response: Expand and assist homeless teen services. The Sacramento Police Department has met
with the WIND Youth Center to identify areas that the Police Department can provide assistance for
teens to transition out of homelessness. Areas identified are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
fl
g)

Identification and direction of homeless teen to service providers.
Timely reporting of crimes against homeless teens.
Assistance with the adjudication of past criminal matters.
Provide information on law enforcement related matters.
Seek teen education and employment opportunities.
Review availability and accessibility of homeless teen shelters.
Facilitate quarterly homeless teen service provider meetings among the various government
and private service providers to improve service delivery.

7. Study the feasibility of a Homeless Court and Mediation.
Problem: Backlogged Court calendars filled with warrants issued on homeless persons for a variety
of charges, including illegal camping, public drunkenness, and other minor crimes and infractions.
Response: Representatives from the DA's Office have interacted with Loaves & Fishes to schedule
warrant clearing clinics. These clinics are held on the fourth Wednesday of each month. They have
proven to be a very popular and worthwhile project. Persons with warrants for minor offenses can
clear up their warrants and receive court dates. Sentences include community service sentences.
Public Safety Team Outline
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Other types of misdemeanor warrants are handled with defendants making arrangements to go into
custody on their scheduled court date. Loaves & Fishes has volunteered to provide transportation
downtown. The City Attorney's Office is considering continuing this program.

Team Members/Organizations

Sacramento Police Department
Deputy Chief Albert Najera
Captain Jim Hyde
Lieutenant Sam Vargas
Officer David Sens
Officer Mike Summers
Officer Barbara Schumacher
Officer Mark Zoulas
Officer Mike Cooper
Officer Frank Ubois
AA Mike Carlson
Sacramento County Sheriff=s Department
Chief Deputy Phil Murphy
Lieutenant Dianne Round
Sgt. Jim Ortega
Deputy Matthew Reali
Deputy Ray Roberts
Sac. Co. Probation Dept
Mary Shook
Leah Olson-Dressler
Rex Sager
Sacramento Fire Department
Deputy Chief Charles Bader
Deputy Chief Rod Chong
Division Chief Forrest Adams
Captain Ray Jones
Sacramento Office of the City Attorney
Sandra Talbott
Emily Randon
Sacramento D.A. Office
Karen Maxwell

Public Safety Team Outline

Downtown Sacramento Partnership
Ryan Loofbourrow
Capitol Station District
Connie Miottel
Sacramento County Parks/Rangers
Dave Lydick
Other Participants:
Cheryl Davis/DHA
Dick Skelton/Midtown Business Association
Jan Gallaway/DHA
Craig Miles/DHA
Renee Difuntorum/TLCS Project HOPE
Neighborhood Associations:
Dennis Holliday/ North Sacramento
Dale Kooyman (Case Mgmt Team)
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Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness
SOBRIETY TEAM
REPORT

Background / Issue Area
The Sobriety Team's charge was to evaluate the resources currently available to the homeless for drug
and alcohol treatment and continuing recovery and to develop a comprehensive plan for accessing
existing services, should one not exist. The original premise with which the team began its work was
that drug and alcohol use is one of the primary reasons for homelessness and therefore, treatment should
often be the first step for eliminating homelessness. Thus the first year's work concentrated on
establishing a guide to available services.
The Drug and Alcohol Resource Book for Services to Homeless Clients was complied, printed and
distributed in the beginning of year two of the Board on Homelessness. Then the Committee began work
on a comprehensive plan for accessing existing services by beginning with the identification of the issues
involved with putting together a comprehensive plan or barriers to the homeless accessing treatment.
Those issues/barriers were siting, transportation, housing, funding coordination of providers/services,
prevention, access to health and mental health treatment, mental illness (dual diagnosis), system of
treatment failures for homeless persons and treatment in jail.
Summary of Findings and Accomplishments
The identification of the gaps in service was the most critical finding to developing a comprehensive plan
and to creating needed pilot projects. The most-urgent gaps for the Sobriety Committee were:
• No adequate jail programs.
• No treatment for adolescents.
• Waiting lists for all residential programs.
• No contribution of Sacramento County money to alcohol and drug treatment.
• The lack of coordination in the continuum of alcohol and drug services creates on-going barriers.
The need to bring the Board teams together has surfaced as immediate need for the following year.
Mental health, health, housing and substance abuse issues all impact homelessness and must be dealt
with in a kind of unity in order to develop solutions. The Board and the staff have begun to realize that
need and should grapple with the actual procedures to making coming together a reality.
Overarching everything, the final solution that will assist clients in the most effective way is the creation
of permanent supportive housing that brings all the needed services together under one roof, the roof that
also provides the housing. All the teams working in the areas of mental health, health, housing and
substance abuse recognize this need and are simply overwhelmed in how to create this piece team by
team. Thus focusing on unifying the teams becomes doubly important.
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1999-2000 Projects
Project W. The Drug and Alcohol Resource Book; The Sobriety Committee compiled and published a
guide to substance abuse treatment for homeless clients targeted to those assisting the homeless in a case
management capacity. The first two hundred of the Drug and Alcohol Resource Books were distributed
in a few weeks and a second printirig became necessary. These resource books will be updated yearly.
The Sobriety Team developed a pilot
Pr
Project #2: Pilot Project; Sobriety Offender ReentrvoQram:
project called the Sobriety Offender Reentry Program whose target population is individuals due to be
released from jail with previous or current substance abuse problems and who want assistance with those
problems. Case management workers will make contact with these individuals while they are still in jail
and follow them into the shelter continuum of care or into their housing of choice. It was a clear gap in
alcohol and drug services. Volunteers of America will take the lead on this project and have submitted a
proposal for funding under the Tax Settlement funding process
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Team Recommendations
Programs, Outreach, Pilot Projects, continuing work on projects:
1. Team Role - Recommendations from the team are filling the gaps in alcohol and drug service with
permanent or pilot projects to show their effectiveness. Create these programs to be sensitive to the
needs of the business and neighborhoods while ensuring that they will fill the needs of clients.
Clients should include the full range of substance abusers from seniors to youth with a particular
emphasis on youth since there are no programs for that age group.
Further recommendations include educating business, neighborhoods and politicians on harm
reduction strategies that frequently are more successful than those of zero tolerance. Pilot projects
that demonstrate how harm reduction may be structured to avoid neighborhood and housing problems
should be tried.
Support alternative sentencing for nonviolent crimes of drug related criminals is a recommendation of
the committee.
2. Homeless Board Role - Support educating the community on the importance of drug and alcohol
programs and how the lack of them impacts their communities. Educate on what harm reduction is
and what it is not. Work with neighborhood associations around the need to have their commitment
to evaluate each program prior to objecting to the entrance into their community
3. Community Role - support siting drug and alcohol programs within their communities, support the
creation of programs, volunteer in programs, provide jobs for graduates of the programs.

8
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Recommendations for long-term work (the next 2-5 years) in the team 's focus area, including for each:

I

1. Team Role - Develop programs that are compatible with business, neighborhood and client needs
that address the gaps in alcohol and drug treatment while working together with other Board teams to
make those solutions permanently woven into housing.

1

2. Homeless Board Role - Continue to educate communities and support efforts to bring in services
that involve the whole community.

E

3. Community Role - Invite supportive housing into communities where such housing has the
opportunity to prove it can be a good neighbor.
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Team Members/Organizations Juanita Daniels, Volunteers of America
Angelo Gama, Volunteers of America
Maria Morfin, Sacramento County Alcohol and Drug Bureau
Virginia Saldana-Grove, Chemical Dependency Center for Women
Cathy Sutton, Transitional Living and Community Support
Elnor Tillson, Travelers Aid Emergency Assistance
Beth Valentine, Volunteers of America
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Sacramento County and Cities Board on Homelessness
SOBRIETY TEAM
FIVE-YEAR PLAN
FOR THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS/CITY COUNCIL REPORT

A. Action Plan Outline
Five Year Goal: Reduce Incidents of homeless substance abusers
Activities to support that goal:
Increase residential beds for homeless by 500.
Outcome: Residential treatment beds will be increased by 500.

•

Increasing the residential beds by 500 will not completely fill the need but it will
provide for 2,000 homeless per year.
•

Intensive Interim Service
Outcome: Another 500 homeless persons will be engaged in treatment services when
residential beds are not available.

I

There must be some level of services to keep people needing treatment in touch with
providers and visa versa. This interim treatment would act as a supplement to residential
services until they become available. Interim treatment should be intensive, perhaps 5 or 6
groups a day with coffee, some food and skilled counselors.
•

I
1

Jail intervention
Outcome: Every year, 75 to 100 substance abusers in the jail population will not
be recycled into jail subsequent to their involvement in the Sobriety Offender
Reentry Program. Over 5 years, that total will be about 400 potential
recidivists..
The committee's pilot project will address the need for inreach services which will provide
information and referral, case management, *education and aftercare services. The follow-up
services will get offenders housed in the shelters or in other housing and provide treatment
and case management after they are located until other services are in place to take over.

•

Supportive Permanent Housing
Outcome: Permanent housing with support services on-site will increase by 500 in the 5 years
of the plan.
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Supportive permanent housing will provide the ending of the services for
abusing homeless individuals and families. The need is clearly greater than
500 and should be at least 2000, but because of the cost it is not likely to be
possible to do that many. Housing could be found by rehabbing boarded up
houses in Oak Park, the southside of downtown and Del Paso Heights and new
construction on vacant infill lots in those same areas. This would provide an
"oasis of stability" for former drug and alcohol abusers.

I
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Forum on permanent housing presented to the Board of Supervisors and City Council
Outcome: The political bodies in Sacramento would hear discussion that addresses NIMBY
issues and the use of boarded homes so they might make more informed decisions.
The adoption of such policy could enrich and rebuild several neighborhoods as well as create
desperately needed supportive housing. In addition, the NIMBY issue could be debated in
front of the people who make decisions about siting issues and need the light of day cast upon
them. As the housing prices continue to climb, it becomes more critical that we begin to
build supportive housing. The scattered site models avoid the NIMBY problems but do not,
create the "oasis of stability" needed by the recovery community.

Timelines/Targets
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All of these activities are likely to come on line very unevenly due to funding
restraints and siting problems, so that they cannot be tracked in an even
timeline progression.
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